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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to provid( current information
upon which decisions could be based for library and information services
Broad issues are emphasized rather than
in correctional institutions.
The focus is upon library goals
technical aspects of library service.
and objectives, the relationship of the correctional library to the total correctional institution and to the outside community, the role of
the correctional librarian, and questions of administrative structure
and responsibility.
Ten states were selected which would provide a representative
geographical, economical, and cultural sample. Within each of the
selected states, on-site visits were made to all federal-administered
correctional institutions, and to at least one of each of the following
types of institutions under state administration: adult male maximum
security, adult male minimum security, adult women, and juvenile.
Criteria for determining the success of library programs and techniques
included user satisfaction (as expressed in interviews) and American
Correctional Association library standards. Programs were analyzed
to determine which factors were consistent in contributing to or detracting from success. Available documents were gathered to compile
statistical data and to provide an overview of correctional library
services in each state. State profiles were verified and expanded
through Telephone interviews with State Library Institutional
Consultants.
A major finding was that there is an acute need for improved
Institutional libraries have not
library service to confined persons.
kept pace with those libraries outside; generally, the concept of
library service prevalent among institutional administrators, educators, and librarians is limited, sterotyped, and out of date; and
stated library objectives were inconsistent with the stated objectives
of the institution. This study suggests that no one pattern of service
is right for all situations, and that critical factors in providing
quality library services are as follows:
a)

b)
c)

d)
e)

f)

recognition of the constitutionally protected right of inmates to read all materials available to the general public
stable funding which will permit systematic planning
open communication and cooperative working relationships with
entire institutional staff and outside libraries
service to the total institution, both staff and inmates
participation of the totn1 clientele (inmates and staff) in
developing library services - in planning, decision making,
and problem solving
administrative support at departmental and institutional level.

Recommendations are made concerns the development of correctional
institutional library service.

ABBREVIATIONS

AALL

Association of American Law Libraries

ABA

American Bar Association

ACA

American Correctional Association

AHIL

Association of Hospital and Institutional Libraries

ALA

American Library Association

ERIC

Educational Resources Information Center

ESEA

Elementary and Secondary Education Act

FBP

Federal Bureau of Prisuns

IEC

Intellectual Freedom Committee of ALA

ILL

Interlibrary loan

ILR

Institute of Library Research

LEAA

Law Enforcement Assistance Act

LSCA

Library Services and Construction Act

MLS

Master's Degree in Library Science

Consultants - State Library Institutional Consultants
Departments - State Departments of Correc:*.ons

Institutions - Correctional Institutions
Systems - Cooperative library systems
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PREFACE

In the beginning months of this project, I was asked to contribute a chapter on prison library service to Library Services to Special
Groups, a work soon to be published jointly by ERIC and the American
Society for Information Science (ASIS). The chapter entitled, "The
Role of the Prison Library" was written before the on-site visits and
first hand observations described in this report were made. The ideas
expressed in the chapter grew from discussions with correctional administrators and librarians, from active participation in the work of the
ACA Library Committee, and from participation in various conferences
sponsored by prisoner and exprisoner support groups. The conviction
expressed in the earlier worm that correctional libraries fall far
short of making the contribution they could toward enriching the lives
of confined persons, toward providing educational opportunities to inmates and staff, and providing sources of information which would allow
inmates to rechannel their lives upon release still hold following more
than a year of subsequent observation and discussion. The underlying
It is
reasons for these conditions, however, now seem less simple.
evident that solutions must go beyond expanding the concept of administrators and educators to the potential role of the library in a correctional institution and beyond persuading community librarians to
recognize a responsibility to serve confined citizens as well as those
I now believe that needs cannot be met without increased
who are free.
awareness and concern from the general public.
Much improvement can be achieved, by the reorganization of the
resources at hand. To the extent to which this can be done, it is the
purpose of this report to point the way toward progressive and effective
It is my further hope that the report and the earlier essay
change
in the ERIC/ASIS publication will call attention of the public and of
legislators to the role libraries could play in assisting exoffenders
to "make it" in the outside world. The provision of relevant information can do much to interrupt the cycle which presently channels disproportionate numbers of the poor and the powerless through our
correctional institutions,
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I.

A.

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

The purpose of this study of correctional library services is
to provide administrators, educators and librarians in correctional
institutions with information upon which to base decisions concerning
library development; to alert librarians in community and academic libraries to ways in which they can cooperate to improve correctional
library services; to increase the awareness of legislators and correctional administrators of the acute need for library and information
services for confined persons; and finally, to foster a shared sense
of responsibility for improving these services.

B.

CONTEXT

On any given day, approximately 426,000 persons are held in confinement in the correctional institutions of this nation. More than
62,000 of these are children under 18 years of age. For the most part,
they are drawn from ethnic and racial minorities, from the poorly educated, and from the lowest income groups in our society;1 Prior to
the 1960's, these disadvantaged groups were among those whose library
and information needs received least attention from community libraries.
The growth of outreach programs to serve inner-city ghetto residents,
migratory workers and non-English speaking groups identified unique
and acute library needs not met by traditional services to middleclass populations.2 For those members of the disadvantaged population
confined in correctional institutions, their isolation contributed further to deficiencies in their library services. With few exceptions,
community-based services were not extended to the confined citizen.
Within the institution competing needs of security, space, health care,
counseling, and classroom programs overshadowed an acknowledged need
for library service. A 1965 survey of correctional library services
conducted by a joint committee of American Correctional Association
(ACA) and Association of Hospital and Institutional Libraries (AH1L)
revealed library services in correctional institutions to be far below
the standards set by ACA 3 Miss Marion Vedder, Chair person of the
ACA Library Committee stated that library services in correctional institutions were "at the bottom of the list" in comparison to other
libraries.4 Since that time new forces of change have come into play;
techniques of audio-visual communication have expanded concepts of library services; cooperative systems have developed among libraries
which greatly improve the quality of services for the funds invested.
During the latter half of the 1960's, a new emphasis upon the
rights of the individual emerged in many areas of American life.
The
limitations placed upon a confined person's right to read became a
matter of prime concern to the Intellectual Freedom Committee of the
Americal Library Association (ALA)5. A similar concern about inequities

1

in our social structure and for the needs of the disadvantaged led to
the formation within ALA of the Social Responsibilities Round Table
(SRRT) and the Task Force on Prison Library Service. The Library
Services and Construction Act (LSCA), made federal funds available for
service to the disadvantaged and to the institutionalized.
Federal
Court decisions interpreting constitutional rights have had :significant
influence upon correctional libraries.
A summary of these decisions
was compiled as part of this project.6 Volume II of this report discusses the impact of the Gilmore v. Lynch decision [319 F. Supp. 195
(N.D. Cal. 1970)], which defines an inmate's right of access to legal
reference material as an extension of his right of access to the court.
New directions in correctional philosophy which emphasize preparation for successful re-entry into society illuminate the need for
practical information concerning the outside community.
New methods
for gathering and exchanging information are acutely needed; community,
university and institutional libraries in many states have recognized
the need to work cooperatively to develop these. The uncertainty of
federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) and LSCA funds
have jeopardized institutional library programs built on Federal funding.
If hard-won gains are not to be lost, and much-needed progress
is to continue, new levels of responsibility must be assumed within
statA and local jurisdictions.
One of the purposes of this report is
to foster a new awareness of unfilled and comparatively neglected library needs and to activate responsible government agencies to meet
these needs.

C.

PROCEDURE
1

Selection of States

Sample states were selected by the project director and consulting committee in conference with librarians and correctional administrators attending the May 1972 Seminar on Legal Reference Materials
for Offenders Eponsored by ACA and the Institute of Library Research
(ILR).
States were selected to meet the following criteria!
A representative geographic, economic, ethnic, and cultural
sampling.
Small rural states and industrialized states with large metropolitan areas
A variety of patterns of library service to correctional Institutions

A cross section of institutions under the jurisdiction of the
Federal Bureau of Prisons (FBP).
The states selected for study were Arizona, California, Connecticut,
Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Montana, New York, Washington, and West
Virginia

Within each state, on-site visits were made to all institutions
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under Federal Bureau of Prisons (FBP) administration. The exception
was in Florida and Arizona, where only state-administered institutions
were visited. At least one state institution in each of the following
categories was visited in each state: adult male maximum security,
adult male minimum security, adult womens', and juvenile. A list of
institutions to which on-site visits were made is given in Appendix A.
Visits were also made to correctional administrative offices and state
library agency offices in each of these states.
2.

Scope

This study focused upon library programs in adult and juvenile
It
correctional institutions under federal and state jurisdiction.
did not encompass local institutions or those under military jurisdiction.
The analysis of programs has been based on first hand observations in selected states and discussions with correctional administrators,
educators, librarians, inmate library users and non-users, staff members,
and state library institutional consultants. Emphasis is upon the definition of library needs of inmates and staff, the illumination of
problem areas and barriers to service, the sharing of first hand observations of those receiving and providing service, the analysis of factors contributing to the success or failure of library programs, and
a description of correctional library programs in each state and in the
Federal Bureau of Prisons.
3.

Interviews

At each institution visited, interviews were conducted with persons who could give, a variety of viewpoints. Interviews were also
conducted with the department director or assistant director and the
departmental director of education at the central offices of each deIn some states, visits were made to the cenpartment of corrections.
tral offices of a separate juvenile division. In all states, extended
discussions were held with state library personnel which provided support for correctional library services. Notes wire taken during interviews and in all but a few instances, interviews were taped.
Interview participants were assured that their remarks would not be
attributed to them, unless they gave their personal permission to do
A waiver of signed written consent was obtained to permit 4-mate
so.
deThese procedures wer.
interview subjects to remain anonymous.
into
signed to gather quantitative data, but to acquire new insight
problems of correctional library service. The line of discussion during the interviews was guided by the five following hypothesis that
were to be explored:
correctional library services are generally poor
services are not appropriate to meet the particular needs of
the institutional population
services would be improved by the addition of a librarian at the
policy making level in the central office
services would be improved if libraries were removed from a position subordinate to divisions of education
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library services would be luproved by closer cooperation with
outside libraries.
Interview questions were based upon the particular relationship
of the subject to library operations; not all questions were appropriate for all subjects. More than 50 questions were developed to ask of
six categories of interview subjects.
These were: Directors or
Associate Directors of State Department of Corrections, Directors of
Education programs, institutional librarians, and inmates. The following
core questions were asked of all interview subjects:
To staff:
To staff:

To
To
To
To

What are the objectives of the library program?
How well does the library program at this institution
(or department) meet these objectives?
inmates: Can you give reasons why there should be a library
in a correctional institution?
inmates: How well does the library program at this institution meet these needs?
all: What do you see as problem areas in the operation of the
library program?
all: What do you see as possible solutions?

All staff members and institutional consultants were asked
several additional questions.
What are the objectives of the institution (or department)?
Would you prefer to have library services developed internally
within the department, or externally from an outside library?
Is there a need for a departmental library director or coordin
ator of library services at the central office?
Should the library program be independent and parallel to the
division of education, or subordinate to it?

D.

PREPARATION OF STATE PROFILES

A second project phase was the compilation of a handbook of curLetters were sent to directors of
rent practice and statistical data.
library schools and to state library institutional consultants requesting documents providing information on correctional library programs.
Requests were made of independent researchers to use their collected
data.
From information accumulated in this way, profiles were prepared
for each state and sent to state library institutional consultants for
ILR staff members made telephone follow-ups with each
verification.
state consultant to verify the data in the profile descriptions. In
many instances, consultants greatly expanded the material and provided
up-to-date, accurate information.
Statistical data were recorded as received. However, the original
data were collected independently within each state with varying criteria and definitions for its compilation and cannot, therefore, provide cross-state comparisons.
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E.

REPORT

Because of the bulk of the final report material and because of
differentiated interests in various parts of the project findings, this
final report has been prepared in four independent volumes:
Vol. I.

Findings and Recommendations

Vol. II.

Access to Legal Reference Materials in Correctional
Institutions

Vol. III.

Current Practices in Correctional Library Services;
State Profiles

Vol. IV.

Bibliography
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II.

A.

FINDINGS

OVERALL QUALITY OF SERVICE
1.

Over-view

In general, the quality of library service in correctional institutions is poor. There are notable exceptions, but most libraries
seen are not making a significant contribution toward the achievement
of the institutional goal of re-entry into the community.
This is
especially true of institutions for juveniles and of those for women.
Few institutions have library facilities which 1-lave been planned architecturally; space is limited and inappropriate for library use.
Often the location of the library within the institutioA creates traffic and security problems.
Collections are usually composed of donated, hardbound books,
with few newspapers, magazines and paperbacks. Audio-visual materials
are lacking, as are materials for adult beginning readers. A growing
awareness of the special library needs of Black people is evidenced by
the presence of Black interest materials in almost all collections.
Materials for American. Indians, Chicanos, and other special groups are
lacking
Access to the library is limited and based upon staff needs, rather than upon inmate needs. Because of stagf shortages, weekend access to the library is rare. Frequently, access to the library is in
blo4 groups. In many cases, library hours are such that inmates on
kitchen duty, work assignments, or class assignments can not get to
Few librarians have professional library degrees.
Those
the library.
who do, have little hope of advancement in their profession and are
often paid salaries lower than in community libraries and lower than
Librarians
other professional staff members within the institution.
work with little opportunity to meet with other staff members or with
outside librarians, and have few opportunities for continuing education.

Funding is insufficient and uncertain
Few institutions or departments have provided a line item for libraries within the budget
which would allow long range planning. Library funds often depend
upon the personal interests of tl'e institutional director of education.
Visible efforts are underway to provide legal reference materials
and services, but only in few instances do these meet the requirements
established for California institutions by a Federal Court ruling.
[Gilmore v. Lynch, 319 F. Supp. 105 (N.D. Cc!. 1970, aff'd. sub nom.
Younger v. Gilmore, 404 U.S 15 (197117 (See aprendix 1 vol. II in this
report).

Staff library services are poor.
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Good library support for

institutional staff is a hallmark of quality for the overall library
program. There were several instances, where there was poor library
supervision, that library equipment and materials were appropriated for
the exclusive use of staff members; but there was no instance observed
where a sustained effort was made to provide responsive, appropriate
library services to staff members, that it was done at the expense of
The level of staff service was consismeeting inmate library needs.
tently indicative of the vigor and enthusiam which the librarian brought
to his job.
Library programs in women's institutions are generally of poorer
quality than those for men. Women comprise only 5% of the national
inmate populations.8 When funds are distributed, the needs of larger
institutions are met first. There is also a tendency to provide materials which reflect staff concepts of suitable material rather than
refeetive of the interests of the women themselves. Magazines are of
the homemaking and needlework variety; books run to light romances
and Gothic novels. There are few underground publication, popular
tabloids, materials on drugs, venereal disease, welfare rights, or inmate rights. The quality of library services in children's institutions
is extremely uneven and hinges primarily upon the level of interest
and support given to libraries by each institutional director.
2.

Services within the Federal Bureau of Prisons

Library services within the Federal Bureau of Prisons are in a
difficult period of transition. Federal libraries declined from an
early position of leadership as emphasis shifted from self-motivated,
self-directed educational opportunities toward pre-organized courses
of study. Libraries established twenty years ago were neglected.
Priorities were determined by educators whose concern for classroom
programs absorbed staffing and funding. Few new library materials
were added and staff for the library was drawn from unqualified personnel; the position of librarian was seldom filled by direct recruitment, but most often served as a place to transfer incompetent teachers.
While libraries outside were adapting to new forms of non-print media
and establishing cooperative systems for sharing expensive audio-visual
equipment, the concept H". the library within the Federal Bureau of
Prisons remained static and limited. Libraries were seen as rooms containing hard bound books; librarians were seen as those who guarded
the books and imposed silence. A phenomenon encountered during visits
the mimicked characterization
to three separate federal institutions w,
of librarians as controlling, negative persons who say, "Shh."
;

In all but two of the nine federal institutions visited, libraries
with a classified collection of materials and a system of access has
been abandoned. The two exceptions were the long term penitentiaries
at McNeil Island, Washington, and at Atlanta, Georgia. These two libraries did little to dispel the limited concept of library function
that prevails within the Bureau. At McNeil Island a collection of
hard bound books is carefully guarded, and direct access to materials
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is not allowed. The library user makes his request to a clerk through
a window which resembles a bank teller's cage; the clerk then brings
the book to the checkout station..
At Atlanta, the library is housed
in a large open room and has a good sized collection on open shelves,
primarily of hard bound volumes. The most desirable materials, however,
are kept inside the librarian's office. The collection is limited to
print materials. In contrast to the adjacent law library, which is
crowded with patrons, the general library is used by few.

In nearly all federal institutions a budget allocation is made
for the purchase of paperbound recreational reading materials to be
The
delivered directly to housing areas for informal circulation.
degree of satisfaction expressed in these materials depends upon the
method of their selection, and varies from one institution to another.
In some institutions packaged collections were purchased from book
dealers, this brought in a large number of books but included many unsaleable overstock items.
At the institution this indifference to the
individual interests of the readers was carried to the point of distributing books two per bed while the dormitory and cell areas were
In other institutions, a few titles became highly prized
cleared
items on the inmate black market, while much of the material was unused.

Attempts to involve inmates in the selection of materials have
had varying degrees of success. Inmates' sense of futility and distrust worked against staff efforts at Terminal Island to poll the population for reading preferences. A successful paperback collection
was developed at the Federal Correctional Institution at Milan,
Michigan, where an inmate committee was given responsibility for selecThe enthusiastic use of this
tion and maintainance of the collection.
collection by the entire population is described by Virgil Gulker in
his work, Books Behind Bars 9
In each federal institution visited, a collection of materials
was designated as a "reference collection." There were no established
criteria for these collections; their general function was to support
the educational program, in contrast to the recreational function of
the paperback collection. No funds were set aside for acquisition or
maintainance; the collections seen consisted primarily of outdated
encyclopedias and textbooks which were neither classified nor catalogued.

The Federal Bureau's efforts to develop college-level educational
programs are severely undermined by the lack of adequate library facilWithout such facilities, faculty members find curricula developities.
In theory, participants in the growing number of study
ment difficult.
release programs may use a campus library; but students interviewed
said this was not so. Time restrictions for the inmate's return to
At the Federal Penitentiary
the institution did not permit library use.
on McNeil Island near Tacoma, the Director of Education has developed
an outstanding program which draws upon the faculty of several nearby
colleges to provide courses at the institution. The resulting community
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exposure to the inadequacies of the island's library facilities led
the Weyerhauser Corporation to establish the McNeil Island Foundation.
A $45,000 endowment will be used over a period of three years to purchase, process, and deliver library materials in support of college
programs. Provisions have not been made fol.- servicing and updating
the collection. Materials will not be available to the general inmate
population; nor will those inmates enrolled in college classes have
direct access, for the present request system will continue.
Concern within the library profession at Tacoma led Pierce County
Such
Public Library to offer contractual services to the penitentiary.
arrangements have been in effect for many years between the county library and Washington state institutions. The federal institution did
not have sufficient funds to accept the proposal which would have esAt
tablished a branch of the county library within the institution.
present, limited inter-library loan services are provided by Pierce
County Library as a courtesy to McNeil Island. So that the volume will
not exceed what the Pierce County Library can.do free of cost, inmate
requests are limited by the institution. Inmates must justify each request and wait their turn to submit them.
A more promising relationship exists between the Federal
Correctional Institution at Lompoc, California, and the Lompoc City
Library. As members in the Black Gold Cooperative Library System, both
may draw upon the resources of 84 participating libraries. This includes the total holdings, print and nonprint, of public libraries,
special libraries, and law libraries and also of Atascadero State
Hospital, the University of California at Santa Barbara and California
Polytechnic Institute. The institution has been provided a computerA second
printed book catalog which lists the available holdings.
copy of the catalog has been placed at the Lompoc Camp adjacent to the
main facility.
Membership in a cooperative system usually requires the existence
of a basic collection at each participating agency. As members draw
upon the resources of the entire system, a balance tends to develop
Because the federal inbetween requests made and requests received.
stitution does not have a basic collection and depends upon the system
for nearly all of its library needs, this balance can not be reached.
At present, the bulk of institutional requests are filled by the Lompoc
City Library, where their volume has required the addition of a part
time clerk. The hope is that the institution will develop a basic collection of current materials which would reduce the number of routine
requests and would leave resources of the cooperative system to meet
If the instian almost unlimited range of staff and inmate interests.
tution's professional holdings were cataloged, (these include innovative programmed instructional material, research and project reports,
in house documents, professional journals and monographs) they would
make a valuable contribution to the cooperative system, and would be
more useful to the staff of the federal institution.
A second solution might be legislation which would allow the
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IndicaFederal Government to compensate for local library services.
tions of a favorable climate for the potential development of outstanding libraries within the Federal Bureau of Prisons are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The placing of informally circulated satellite collections
for recreational use in living areas is a forward step.
Censorship policies are less restrictive than under most
other jurisdictions. In some federal institutions, censorship of printed materials and commercially produced materials
is seldom practiced.
The educational program has not been hampered by out-dated
concepts, but has moved beyond claFsroom and textbook to incorporate innovative techniques which use a wide variety of
audio-visual materials and which emphasize individualized
programmed instruction.
Educators have adopted the concept of an informal learning
center with free access to a variety of materials. This
learning center approach is far more compatible with contemporary library concepts than the traditional library programs
seen at McNeil Island and Atlanta.

Existing learning center programs lack an adequate range and
quality of on-site materials and services, a system of access and retrieval that allows users to locate desired materials, and a means of
tapping pooled resources of print and non-print materials outside the
A first look at the learning center at Robert Kennedy
institution.
it is a
Youth Center at Morgantown, West Virginia, was promising:
large, well lighted room attractively furnished and equipped with a
variety of audio-visual hardware. An alcove is set up for small group
The center is conveniently located and accessible from
film viewing.
both classroom and dormitory areas. A second look revealed an acute
shortage of slides, tapes, films, and software. The range of magazines,
newspapers and soft bound books is unexciting and inadequate; the reference collection is disorganized and insufficient. There is no system for locating materials, no review, evaluation and classification
of software, and no system for sharing the assortment of materials
that has been developed at other federal institutions. Despite the
wealth oc material potentially available, instructors were left to
develop programs for individual student needs based only on the limited,
disorganized materials at hand. Students stimulated by individualized
instructional materials were unable to pursue developing interests.
College students in study release programs felt discouraged and unable
to compete with classmates who had access to adequate library services.
Those reference works included in the Kennedy Center Collection were
difficult to locate and were insufficient for student needs.
Because the sequential development of library problems within
the Federal Bureau of Prisons appears to have stemmed from an administrative structure mirrored in many state departments of corrections,
federal examples are of particular value. Later chapters will discuss
the need for central office coordination, the relationship of the
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library to the education program, and the role of the librarian.
3.

State Institutions

In state institutions there is a wide variation in the method
and quality of library services provided; however, some general observations can be made. With the exception of those states where services
are provided by outside libraries, there is little cooperation among
institutions to rotate or establish pools of expensive or infrequently
used materials, to combine purchase orders for large purchase discounts,
In those states where library services
or to centralize processing.
have been developed internally within a department, the most frequent
form of cooperation observed was in book repair and rebinding. A book
bindery in one institution often rebound materials for the department.
Several factors have provided impetus toward greater levels of
cooperation. These are the need to provide expensive legal reference
materials, ties to cooperating outside libraries, and the creation of
positions for state library institutional consultants which was fostered by the Library Services and Construction Act. (LSCA)
In the states visited, a relationship between the quality of institutional library service and the use of LSCA Title IV.A funds was
observed. Under the Act, a basic allotment of $40,000 was distributed
to each of the 50 states to develop library services to the residents
In addition to correctional institutions, this
of state institutions.
included hospitals, mental hospitals and residential schools for the
In such highly populated states as California and New
handicapped.
York, even though comparatively large amounts of matching funds were
contributed by state and local agencies, funds were spread thinly and
the quality of library services in correctional institutions was not
comparable to that available in community libraries. Where there has
been a strong public interest in institutions and much interaction
between libraries and correctional agencies, as in Florida, Connecticut,
and Washington, institutional library services were comparable to those
in the community. In such smaller states as West Virginia and Montana,
LSCA Title IV.A funds have made a strong impact, and institutional libraries were often among the best libraries in the state.
As correctional libraries improved and their use by inmate populations increased, librarians frequently saw serving institutionalized
populations as a potential factor in eventual upgrading of the quality
of services in the community. Most imprisoned persons are from lower
economic brackets, from racial and ethnic minority groups, and are
educationally deprived.10 Prior to the last half of the 1960's few
out-reach programs had been developed by public libraries to serve
these groups of people.11 The institutional library may provide an
inmate's first exposure to library service. The Institutional Consultant
with the Montana State Library believed that if an inmate learned to
use the library at the penitentiary at Deer Lodge for information on
tractor repair he would expect that kind of information from community
It was the Consultant's opinion that at
libraries upon his release.
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present few public libraries could meet those expectations and would
be stimulated to broaden their collections and range of services.
The
Los Guilicos School for Girls, operated by the California Youth Authority,
had library services provided on a contractual basis by the Sonoma-Santa
Rosa Public Library. The library staff believed that staff exposure
to the interests of a concentrated group of young people not usually
included among library patrons, had enriched their service to the community considerably.
Although the public library belonged to a cooperative system which employed sophisticated techniques to gather a wide
range of current materials, requests from Los Guilicos often revealed
weaknesses in their collection and anticipated trends which later emerged
in the community. Acting upon the interests expressed at Los Guilicos,
the library improved their services to the entire community, especially
to young adults.

B.

SUITABILITY OF SERVICES
1.

Institutional Objectives

There was great disparity in the perception of institutional goals
between administrators and librarians. Most administrators saw the
primary objective as a practical one of providing custody for those persons sent to the institution by the courts. Secondly, they hoped to
achieve some change in the offender which increase his chances of securing an acceptable and productive place in the community. Emphasis consistently was upon the provision of academic education, vocational
training, and practical skills, rather than up on achieving attitudinal
changes within the inmate. The phrase which was used most often was
"to prepare for successful re-entry." The term "rehabilitation," which
appears so often in literature of twenty years ago, was seldom used,
and only with qualification. The concept of rehabilitation is based
largely upon perception of the inmate as a deviant. Most administrators saw the offender as an individual who is poorly equipped to compete, not as an abnormal spin-off from a normal society. Few saw him
as suffering a moral malady which required a "cure."
Librarians consistently cited "rehabilitation" as the primary
institutional objective. The word was frequently used to connote a sense
of humanitarianism rather than as a penological term. Librarians cited
"inmate re-entry" less frequently as an institutional goal, and in very
few instances seemed aware that the new outside orientation represented
a fundamental shift in correctional philosophy. Few persons recognized
the implication this new direction in correctional objectives has for
the operation of the library. Little emphasis was placed upon an increased need for gathering and providing practical, current, detailed
re-entry information.
2

Library Objectives

Administrators described the objectives of the library as providing inmates with opportunities for education and recreation, and for
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relaxation and excape from the pressures of institutional life. A
well-run library was seen as a tranquilizing factor in managing the
inmate population. Few saw the library as providing opportunities for
improving an inmate's self-image, as providing assistance and support
to the institutional staff, or as a source of practical, current information.
Law library services, which fall within this last category,
were not seen as a normal activity, but as supplementary.

Inmates in adult male institutions tended to place the provision
of law library services high on the list of library objectives. Where
facilities permitted individual access and lounge space, men, women,
and children alike prized the library as a place apart from the depersonalizing atmosphere of the institution. Most often, the limited facilities available did not allow this kind of use; then, vicarious escape through reading was given as a primary objective. This was seen
by inmates as therapeutic rather than recreational. The need for recreational reading was frequently cited last, following the need for
education.
Library objectives given by librarians fell into two broad cateFirst was support for the institution, which included cooperation with security requirements; the provision of staff library
services; and the dissemination of information to inmates, especially
that originating within the department or institution. The second category, inmate rehabilitation, included provision of materials for a
variety of recreational; intellectual activities (reading, viewing,
listening); opportunities for self-directed study; support for classroom programs in academic education and vocational training; reader
guidance services; motivation for self-improvement; opportunities for
keeping abreast of advancing technology, especially in vocational fields;
the provision of general information about the outside world; the provision of legal information; instruction in the use of information
sources providing skills which would carry over into the outside world;
the prOvision of a forum for the exchange of ideas; and the provision
of a pleasant, relaxed environment
Librarians frequently mentioned
the beneficial impact upon inmates of librarian's response to individual
needs and interests, whereas most aspects of institutional life are
geared to managing the total population and are severely depersonalizing.
gories.

3.

The Need for Re-Entry Information

Few Persons saw the library as providing practical, current information about the community which would support sucessful inmate re-entry
programs.
In the few instances where this was seen, this objective was
given top priority by administrators and librarians alike, and was placed
on par with legal reference services by inmates.
It is recognized that the success or failure of the ex-offender's
readjustment is largely determined in the first months following release.
Numerous programs have been designed to assist him during this critical
Half-way houses, weekend passes, work and study release, and
period.
increased gate money have all been implemented to ease transition into
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the community. Few institutional or community libraries have yet
contributed significantly to this transitional process. Some pioneering efforts which were seen by inmates and staff as being valuable
were the following:
a.

In California Youth Authority institutions, classes in "street
survival" teach inmates how to locate, apply for, and keep a job; to
find medical, dental and other emergency services; and information on
consumer protection, unemployment assistance, welfare rights, fair employment practice laws and landlord-tenant laws. The library at Los
Guilicos provided extensive job market information, trade school directories, scholarship aid and apprenticeship requirements, government
employment opportunities, college and junior college catalogs.
b.
Nearly all libraries had telephone directories which were
highly prized as a source of information for future employment. Most
often these were kept in the librarian's office and were available only
on request. At Union Correctional Institution at Raiford, Florida, an
extensive collection had been assembled which included every major city
in the United States. In contrast to others, this collection was constantly updated, and immediately accessible. License plate material
was used to fashion metal covers for each directory.
These were suspended on horizontal pipes running parallel to a counter.
Each directory could be turned up, opened, and the counter top used for making
notes.
c.

Community service groups in San Francisco and Los Angeles,
California, and Albany, New York, compiled information on community
resources which was of particular usefulness to releasees.12 In San
Francisco, Transitions to Freedom, an agency sponsored by the American
Friends Service Committee, prepared The Job Hunters Handbook for released offenders.13 These were distributed by the San Francisco Public
Library.
The Federal Correctional Institution at Lompoc assembled
several of these re-entry kits, added new information and prepared their
own kit for Lompoc releasees.
d.
In Washington, where institutional library service is provided by outside libraries, inmate clerks trained at the institution
are given work release opportunities in community libraries. Library
jobs are also made available to released inmates who need part-time
work while attending school.
e
In Florida, Washington, and California, local citizens participate in discussion groups sponsored by the institutional library.
Topics range from job opportunities, to transcendental meditation.
Programs involve such community groups as the Junior Chamber of Commerce,
Alcoholics Anonymous, and Seven Step Foundation, all of which provide
carry over support into the community.
f.
Various community libraries in several states made arrangements to provide releasees with community library cards before they
left the institution. Because released inmates usually have no identification other than their discharge papers, the practical value of
the card as an I.D, is significant.
These programs were exceptional.
Few community libraries exhibited a sense of responsibility for institutionalized citizens or
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awareness of their special needs upon release to the community. Few
institutional libraries recognized their potential role in preparing
inmates for re-entry.
Few had current, useful job market information,
subscriptions to trade journals, sufficient subscriptions to outside
newspapers, government documents and reports on employment rights and
employment opportunities, civil service information, college directories and catalogs and information on scholarships and apprenticeship
programs.
4.

Library Needs Cited by Inmates and Staff

Inmates most often complained about a lack of current material.
This was a constant criticism encountered in all but a few institutions.
Censorship and funding were less important in determining the vitality
and excitement of collections than the librarian's lack of skill in
perceiving inmate interests and in Locating a variety of sources.
In
only four institutions scattered through Florida, Connecticut, and
California, did inmates report that the library contained up-to-date
materials of real interest to them. A second inadequacy, and one most
frequently cited by educators, was the lack of variety in audio-visual
materials. Most collections seen were limited to print materials.

The deficiency most frequently cited by librarians was the lack
of suitable material for adult beginning readers. This is a difficulty
shared by all librarians serving disadvantaged groups. Publishers
should be alerted to the need, and librarians should develop better
systems for sharing information on the materials available.
Administrators were concerned about staff library services which
in all but a few cases were inadequate. Collections were most often
accumulations of abandoned books and periodicals.
In only a few cases
was a staff library funded, maintained and accessible at the institu
tional level.
Inter-library loan requests to state libraries were
honored in all states, but with varying degrees of efficiency. No library seen provided unpublished reports of correctional programs in
other states and jurisdictions
No library visited had developed staff
use of such computer-based sources of information as Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC) or the Department of Justice
National Information Center. Few librarians used information clearing
houses or had developed files of pamphlets, clippings, and government
documents.
Librarians frequently saw service to staff as a means of building
good will.
A system of informal favor-trading between departments is
seen as essential in moving any activity or program ahead. Official
channels within the institution, as in other orgainzations, are frequently clogged with red tape. At Raiford, Florida, where an unusually
high degree of staff support for the library operation was enjoyed,
the following staff services were carried out through the inmate library:
a.

Preparation of bibliographies
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b.

c.

d.
e.

Routing of per'odical articals of particular interest to
individual staff members. This included personal as well
as professional interests and extended beyond the administrative and educational staff to correctional officers, maintainance, kitchen and clerical staff members.
Alerting staff to advance publication notices of particular
interest.
Ordering of special materials for staff development programs.
The manufacture of rubber stamps for staff use.

Heavy staff use of the general library had a beneficial side efA Raiford administrator observed that it provided neutral ground
where interaction took place outside the relationship of keeper are
kept, and did much to open up communication and relax tension at middle
management level.
fect.

In both the states of Washington and Connecticut, library support
for staff is centrally administered by the state library.
In Connecticut,
the entire holdings of professional materials within the Department of
Corrections have been cataloged and incorporated into a master file.
A copy of the file is provided to each institution in the state.
This
availability of total holdings was a factor in the development in
Connecticut of one of the first training academies in the nation offering an A.A. Degree in Corrections. Haddam Criminal Justice Academy,
administered by the Connecticut Department of Justice, has a permanent
staff which offers training courses for institutional, parole, probation, and juvenile court officers.
It is independent of lav enforcement and treats corrections as a separate discipline.
In cooperation
with Tunxis Community College, an A.A. Degree in Corrections can be
earned.
State libraries in both states place collections of professional
materials within each institution on a permanent loan basis.
In one
Washington institution, Shelton Correction Center, a branch library and
a full time clerk are provided for the exclusive use of staff. A
second library, administered as a branch by the local junior college,
provides service to inmates.

C.

THE POSITION OF THE LIBRARY WITHIN THE ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE
OF THE DEPARTMENT

A major premise of this study was that the traditional administrative structure which placed libraries under the supervision of Directors
of Education had been a major factor in limiting library development.
First-hand observation and discussions at institutional and departmental
level failed to support this premise. Library operation involves five
major functions:
the provision of materials for self-directed intellectual activity, the provision of information, the creation of a therapeutic
environment, support for educational programs, and support for institutional staff.

Only one of these activities comes within the purview of the educational program.
If the administrative structure of a department had
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the flexibility necessary to allow for units of unequal size, establishment of a separate administrative unit for the library program would
be beneficial.
This flexibility is rare; most departments have estaIf
blished hierarchical pyramids composed of equally weighted units.
the library program must be incorporated into a larger unit, the educational one is as logical a choice as any other. New York State
Department of Corrections has recently reorganized to establish a
Director of Avocational Activities whose responsibilities include sports,
recreation, hobby shop operations, art shows, and the library program.
They also initiated a line item for libraries within the departmental
budget and earmarked those funds for library use only, a step which
may prove to have more impact un the upgrading of library services
than the administrative shift from education to recreation.
In California, a recent report of the California Library
Association Blue Ribbon Committee on Correctional Library Services
strongly recommended the separation of the library and the Division of
Education within the departmental administrative structure.14 The
conclusion of this investigator, however, is that unreliable funding,
lack of library expertise at decision making levels, lack of long
range planning, staffing problems, and problems of communication have
far more impact on library development than the organization of administrative channels.
Inadequacies in the foregoing areas must be laid
to the present supervision of libraries which, in all but z. few instances, has been carried out within the framework of educational programs. It should be pointed out that the outstanding library programs
seen were developed from the same position of administrative subordination to an educational department. The conclusion is that to correct
problems which hinder library development, we must look beyond the
administrative framework itself.
1

Central Coordinator

A second premise of this study was that correctional libraries
were in need of coordinatio and support by a competent library administrator within the central offi_e of each department of corrections.
First hand observations and discussions supported this premise. There
were valid objections expressed, however, which demand consideration.
First is that such a position would drain limited library funds.
Secondly, that it would increase departmental bureaucracy, and be restrictive rather than supportive. In some states it was pointed out
that the coordination of correctional library programs was being done
by the state library. West Virginia, Montana, Arizona, Florida, and
Washington fell within this last category. The institutional consultants in these states coordinated all library activities taking place
within correctional institutions.

In Washington, although institutional library services were provided by a variety of loosely related outside agencies, few persons
saw a need for a departmental coordinator. For example, at the
Shelton Corrections. Center, library programs under four separate agencies
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were in operation. In addition to staff services provided by the
State Library and an inmate library operated by a junior college,
there is a rotating collection of paperbacks provided to maximum security areas by the county library system, and a law library administered by the Attorney General's Office. Washington educators alone
favored the establishment of a coordinators position. Branches of libraries in Washington are established within each institution.
Where
the branch is a public library, support for the educational program
is weak compared to that which would be provided by a school library.
A coordinator could be effective, not only in reducing unevenness and
overlap in services, but in modifying public library service to meet
the varied needs of the institution.
However, a philosophy of service
to institutionalized persons which has developed in Washington emphasizes community-based programs. The Department of Corrections is not
independent, but is a member agency of a larger Department of Social
and Health Services. The function of the Department of Corrections
is primarily to provide housing and security. Most provided services
are extensions into the institution of outside community services.
The establishment of a library coordinator within the internal structure
of the Washington Department of Corrections would not be in keeping
with their philosophy of service; in this case, increased efficiency
would be purchased at too great a cost.
Other means can be found to
improve school library aspects of service.

Most departments of correction and the Federal Bureau of Prisons
are more nearly autonomous in their operation, and would have much to
gain by the addition of a competent professional librarian at policy
making level. The Department of Corrections in the state of Illinois
has had such a person for several years. The opinion of the Illinois
coordinator was that ACA standards for library staffing which call for
a professional librarian at each institution of 1,000 or more inmates
should be met, but first priority should be given to placing a competent librarian in a position to contribute expertise and a library
point of view to policy-making deliberations.I5 If the Federal Bureau
of Prisons had such input when learning centers were being developed,
many costly mistakes could have been avoided. A learning center
coordinator described the difficulties encountered.
There is no cataloging. We have a man here with a Masters
in library science who is fully capable of doing all of this,
but about four years ago his entire work, which was considerable,
was simply herded into trucks and dumped somewhere, card files,
books, you have it.
The Bureau of Prisons decided that libraries
were not a part of the picture and the person who was here took
that literally to mean, "You get rid of the library and go into
the learning center business." Nobody here knew what a learning
center was; they simply started buying material. And this is
what I have inherited. No library and a learning center that
was developed for a much younger group of inmates who left here
five years ago.

CaliforLia's experience is similar to that of the Federal Bureau
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of Prisons. Library development flourished under a director who had
strong interest in libraries. A professional librarian was brought
into the Department to develop the first library at San Quentin and
to serve as advisor to the Department. Additional librarians followed.
Planned library space was incorporated into all facilities to be built.
Later directors shifted priorities. Without a competent librarian in
an administrative position, supervision of the program fell to educators with limited knowledge of libraries and with many competing responsibilities. More than half the correctional libraries in California
are now staffed by teacher-librarians assigned from the teaching pool.
Although there are exceptions, the teacher who is dynamic, creative,
innovative and relates well with students is rarely the teacher who
can be spared for library duty. Because librarians are paid less than
teachers and recruitment of competent librarians is difficult, a recent
report from the Education Division recommencled that teachers replace
professional librarians. Departmental libraries in California have
not kept pace with external library development and have fallen behind
many other states in the quality of services. The recent report of
the California Department of Corrections library program by the
California Library Association Blue Ribbon Committee has strongly recommended the establishment of a position of library coordinator within
the central office; the position's duties would be to coordinate library
programs, clevelop materials used in correctional academy courses, serve
as consultant to departmental training programs, serve as liaison with
the State Library, organize legal reference services on a statewide
basis, develop basic staff library collections among the facilities,
develop and conduct in-service training programs for institution librarians, evaluate library programs, develop library budgets at departmental and institutional level, advise on federal funding and grants
available, and direct the building of collections for institutional
resident libraries,

Illinc'n has a well-qualified departmental coordinator, and has
implemented an innovative statewide program of contractual library
The position of the coordinaservices provided by outside libraries.
tor in this transitional period is especially valuable, as new problems,
ideas, and points of view are encountered at each step in the developA fundamental difference in philosophies of service has
ing programs,
at times created an uneasy alliance between the coordinator and public
librarians serving the inmate population. The goal of the public librarians is to provide the inmate-citizen with the best library service
Security restrictions and budgetary limitations are seen as
possible.
In contrast,
barriers to service which should be changed or modified.
the goal of the coordinator is to bring the departmental library program
to a degree of excellence in which security, efficiency, economy and
user-satisfaction are factors of equal importance. A necessary balance
has been struck, within the realities of the institution, which has
In
carried the program through difficult stages of early development.
such small states as Montana and West Virginia, the question of a coordinator is less urgent. The number of institutions is small, and a
close relationship exists between the State Library and the Department
of Corrections.
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The subordinate position of the Georgia State Library to the
Georgia Department of Education has not fostered such a relationship
between the library and the Department of Corrections. While Georgia
educational programs in correctional institutions move ahead, library
development does not. There is a large number of small institutions
in Georgia, most without library service. The Georgia Rehabilitatior.
Center for Women at Milledgville had one of the poorest libraries seen.
The usual collection of donations included neither Bible nor eIctionary.
Libraries in two institutions now operated by the Georgia Department
of Education are reminiscent of community libraries of a generation
Both institutions had excellent library space, dedicated staff;
ago.
however, collections were sterile and little used. To date, efforts
toward institutional library development in Georgia undertaken by the
Department of Education leave much to be desired. The addition of library expertise to the central office staff in the Georgia Department
of Corrections should be a matter of top priority.
In New York, although the relationship of the State Library and
the Department of Corrections is extremely good, the number of institutions under the purview of the institutional consultant is so large
that field work and active program coordination is impossible. The
institutional consultant serves primarily as a legislative representative and departmental advisor. In response to recommendations of the
consultant for a library coordinator, the Department has taken a step
in that direction. A position of Director of Avocational Activities
The Director will coorhas been established at the central office.
dinate sports, recreation, hobby and craft activities and the library
program. Although the position will not be filled initially by a librarian, it will be open to them. This coordinating position should
give a degree of increased support to and provide a career opportunity
for the institutional librarian.
In Florida, where library development is at a high peak, it is
recognized that fortuitous circumstances contributed to the developing
problam. Legislation was enacted reorganizing and modernizing the
Florida Department of Corrections in the same year that the Florida
State library created a position of Institutional Consultant. A further circumstance was the implementation of the Library Services and
A more transient
Construction Act which made federal funds available.
factor was the presence of a top administrator whose strong interest
in one development of libraries allowed innovative, creative people
under his administration to experiment and to develop a dynamic library
As a means of stabilizing the program through changes of adprogram.
ministration and personnel, the Department has recognized a need for
Departmental Library Coordinator; such a position is planned for the
near future.
Connecticut has apprJached the need for centralized coordination
in an innovative yet practical way. Five years ago library services
in Connecticut correctional institutions were completely undeveloped.
To ensure orderly development within a comparatively small budget, a
position of Supervisor of Correctional Library services was created.
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The position is jointly funded by the State Library and the Department;
the Supervisor serves as a staff member of both agencies.

D.

PATTERNS OF SERVICE

All had
No two states have evolved the same pattern of service.
followed similar stages of early development but have diversified as
programs expanded. Major factors which determined the development of
service patterns are the degree of outside orientation prevalent in
departmental policy, the relative proximity of institutions to population centers, and the architectural design of the institution. Contrlcts for outside library service were most often found where similar
arrangements existed for educational programs and services provided by
local colleges and school departments. In states where institutions
are isolated, outside library services tended to come directly from
state libraries; where they were not, outside services were frequently
provided by community libraries or regional library systems. Bookmobile
services were often extended from community libraries to juvenile institutions and adult minimum security work camps, but seldom to adult
institutions.

In walled institutions, where there was tight security at the
perimeter of the institution, individual access to the library was more
frequent. In institutions without walls, inmates tended to be brought
The space available and
to the library in groups at scheduled times.
the location of the library within the institution determined the need
The design of elevators,
for satellite libraries and courier services.
stairs, security gates, cell block areas, and the degree of security
practiced established the limits within which these services could be
developed.

Mosi state patterns of service fell within two major groups; those
with library programs which were comparatively self-contained and those
receiving services primarily from outside library agencies. States
are arranged alphabetically within each group.
1.

Self-Contained Services

Arizona

Correctional library services in Arizona are in early stages of
development. The Arizona Department of Corrections was established in
Previously each institution was autonomous and their respective
1969.
superintendents competed for funds and influence. A "grandfather clause"
to protect the jobs of insti.utioal staff was included in the Legislation
which established the Department and created difficulties for departmental
administrators who wish to implement change. New positions for a Director
of Programs and Director of Education were recently established and ties
to outside vocational rehabilitation agencies, community colleges and
the State University have been expanded and strengthened.
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The Institutional Consultant from Library Extension Service
(LES) of the Arizona Department of Library and Archives (State
Library) is seen by departmental administrators as the "driving force"
for library development, but the Department has not clearly defined
his position. He lacks the authority and the administrative and budgegary support from the Department which is needed to exert influence
on library program design. A lack of departmental library policy has
allowed previous gains to be lost with changes in institutional personnel.
Competing departmental program needs have overshadowed the need for
library development.
Characteristics of the present library program are as follows:
Few institutions have a budget for library materials.
Federal grants and state library funds have been the primary
source of support.
Adult institution libraries are staffed by inmates. One juvenile
library is staffed by a paraprofessional and another by a teacher.
A new library building has been constructed at the state prison.
The supervizing correctional officer is taking classes in library
technology.
A new legal collection with current subscriptions to federal and
state reports has been provided at the mens prison under an LEAA
Back issues of reports and digests are not included.
grant.
Back up service is provided by the University of Arizona. Women
do not have access to law materials.
Both staff and inmates
Staff library services are undeveloped
receive interlibrary-loan service through the LES. The State
Library acts as a focal point for interlibrary-loans with four
cooperating public libraries and the state university.
LSCA funds were used to upgrade collections composed largely of
donated materials. The State Library rotates materials through
institution libraries. State Library funds used formerly to purchase new materials have been shifted to maintain the position
of Institutional Consultant.
LES provides the only link to outside libraries for nearly all
institutions; the exception is a juvenile institution in Phoenix
The
which draws upon commun.ty and school library resources.
Library Consultant does Field work, serves as advisor to institutional directors of edLcation, and provides training programs for
He has recently surveyed library needs and relibrary staff.
sources in preparation for developing a plan for library development.

California

The relationship of the California State Library and the
California Department of Corrections evolved from a lung history of
In many states LSCA funds were used to fund the
informal cooperation.
position of Institutional Consultant. In California the duties of a
consultant were shared by existing staff, LSCA funds were administered,
law library services were provided, interlibrary-loan requests for
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non-fiction materials were filled and assistance was given with collection development. The assistant state librarian also sat on the
personnel board which reviewed condidates for departmental library
personnel. A strong position of Institutional Consultant to serve as
liaison, advisor to departmental planners and to do active field work
has not been developed.
The library program in each institution has developed independently, with little central coordination. With the exception of the
two oldest institutions, Folsom and San Quentin, all facilities had
library space incorporated into the architectural design of the Luilding.
Small
Each library is housed in a large, well-located room.
library buildings have been placed within the yards of the two older
institutions. Thus, all mainline populations have access to library
facilities. Service to segregated populations varies. At Deuel an
LSCA grant funded a special library and education program developed
within segregated areas bringing services and programs to those whose
needs are most often neglected.
All but the women's institution at Frontera have full time personnel assigned to the library. In five adult institutions professional
Julibrarians are employed; at others, teachers have been assigned.
venile institutions have made a practice of rotating teaching staff
through the library on temporary assignment. The large adult institution at Soledad has a librarian in each of two libraries while two
smaller institutions share a librarian. Several camps are served by
circuit librarians.
Funds for library materials are provided by the inmate Welfare
Many
Fund for fiction and the institutional budget for non-fiction.
institutions use a formula for funding based on the premise that 55%
of the population use the library and borrow 60% non-fiction material.
Some institutional liOne institution depends entirely on donations.
braries have large collections of paperbacks; some do not. Some have
established close working relationships with community libraries; others
operate in total isolation. At San Quentin aad Tehachapi, library collections are supplemented by rotating collections from the county library. At San Quentin, a second educational library is sponsored by
the College of Marin and is partially staffed by a student intern from
the School of Librarianship at UC Berkeley. With the exception of
the two medical facilities, which have excellent staff libraries, the
emphasis is upon inmate library services based largely upon print
Each institutional library has a basic law collection
materials,
supplemented by services provided under contract by the State Law
Library.

A recent contractual arrangement between the California Youth
Authority and the Sonoma-Santa Rose Public Library established a branch
A
of the community library within Los Guilicos School for Girls.
full time librarian and library clerk were provided by the county; a
Materials
large library building was made available by the institution.
were provided by the county library, the Youth Authority, and grants
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from ESEA and LSCA.
Sonoma-Santa Rose Public Library belongs to a
vigorous, thriving cooperative system and was able to share the benefits of system membership with the institution. Central purchasing
and central processing stretched the funds available and freed the librarian and clerk to work directly with their clientele. Wards and
staff could draw upon the total holdings, special services and combined
expertise of the entire system. The level of staffing provided allowed
the librarian to contribute and participate in all aspects of the institutional program and to work closely with wards and staff, and to
tailor services and on-site collections to meet their particular needs
and interests.

A trend toward community-based care for juvenile offenders has
led to the closing of many California Youth Authority institutions.
Los Guilicos closed eight months after the library service was initiated.
During the short time that the Los Guilicos library was in operation,
library use climbed to eight times that of any other institution in the
division. As a result, the Youth Authority is rewriting policies to encourage the establishment of similar contractual services at other institutions.
Florida

Interaction between the Florida State Library and both adult and
juvenile institutions is strong. Each institution has developed, staffed
Coordination and support is provided by
and funded its own library.
the State Library Institutional Consultant who serves not only in an
advisory capacity at departmental level, but also visits all institutions
regularly. A climate has been established within the Department in
which library development i- encouraged. The determining force, however,
remains withiL each institution and depends upon the vigor and dedication of the librarian und the degree of administrative support received.
Po3itions for professional librarians have been authorized for all of
Florida's correctional institutions, but have not yet been filled. Gra
duate librarians staff three libraries; teachers staff the others.
At Raiford, staff and inmate use of the general library runs over
5,000 checkouts a month, with an additional two-hundred to three-hundi d
In the Florida system, little use is
requests of the state library.
made of outside community libraries. At Raiford and Starke, inmate
libraries are acknowledged to be superior to public libraries in nearb y
Staff use for both professional and recreational materi is
communities.
is encouraged and seen as beneficial to the institution and to the li
brary in the increased support received.
Each institu,ional librarian is a member of a central library committee which meets regularly to serve as a review committee for mate rials selection, to provide a forum for the discussion of department 1
library problems, and to work with the consultant to develop librar
policy and long range plans. Departmental librarians participate i n
the frequent work shops and conferences .sponsored by the State Libr ary,
including those directed to general library services as well as th se
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directed to specialized needs of institutional librarians.
Georgia

The Georgia State Library is not a major agency in the state
government and is not administratively paralell to the Department of
Corrections; rather, it is a small arm of the larger Department of
Education.
The library lacks the capability of dealing directly with
top levels of administration within the Department of Corrections.
Consequently, its role in correctional library development has not
been large. A position for institutional consultant has not been
established.
As inmate populations fall within the areas of expertise
of the State Library staff, consulting services are provided by consultants in school library services, young adult services, or in services to the handicapped.
Those institutions in Georgia where libraries are found have
developed them independently. The state prison at Reidsville has a
library collection composed largely of donations supplemented by LSCA
and institutional funds; a full-time staff member supervises. A accumulation of legal materials contains some current material selected by
the librarian, who is studying law. Backup services for the law library are provided by the University of Georgia.
A juvenile institution at Milledgeville has a school library
within the institution developed by the Director of Education and staffed
by a para-professional. The collection is limited to hardbound books
and emphasizes support of school curricula. There are few audio-visual
Exhibits are permanent and protected in glass cases, rather
materials.
than being stimulating, colorful, expendable and frequently renewed.
Access is by both classroom groups during school hours and by individuals during recreational periods. Books are not checked out of the
Selections are later delivered to dormitory
library, but selected.
areas by staff members.
At Alto, a medium security institution for young men, the
Department of Education has provided a complete school facility with
library adjacent to the institutional grounds. Personnel from the institution maintain security during school hours, and, following the
last class, return with the inmate students to the institution. This
system does not allow evening or weekend access to the library for
students or access at any time for inmates in vocational training or
work release programs. The library in the school is staffed by a pro;fessional librarian, but the administrative structure of the school
allows for little latitude in developing library programs or the colThe library serves as an appendage to the school; the collection.
lection is designed to support and enrich school curricula. Frivolous,
exciting, or off-beat materials which might attract young men to -3e
the library are not included.
Other adult iastitutions in Georgia have collections of donated
Bookmobiles from community
materibls and are staffed by inmate clerks.
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libraries make occasional ,tops and staff members select materials
for the inmate population. Interlibrary-loan services are not available.

New York

In New York the State Library serves an advisory role on major
issues of policy, budget and legislation. More than 120 institutions
of all kinds are under the purview of the Institutional Consultant;
more than 50 of these are adult and juvenile correctional institutions
under state administration. The large number of institutions makes
field work and input at institutional level difficult. In recent years
the influence of the consultant has been most effective at central
office level.
Efficient systems of reporting have beeh developed, and
the consultant has worked with the Department of Corrections Task Force
on Education to develop guidelines and recommendations for educational
programs
The passage of recent legislation allocated $1,000,000 to
be channeled through regional library systems to improve institutional
library services. An immediate benefit will be the opening of a statewide network of interlibrary-loan resources to institutional residents.
Public libraries within the state have been gathered into twenty-two
regional systems which are in turn organized into interlibrary-loan
networks with participating college and university libraries.
Before
the passage of the bill, institutions could not participate in this
network.
The architectural design of correctional institutions in New
York creates many library problems. Most are large maximum security
institutions with poorly planned library space. Services in many institutions are poor. At Attica, a small educational library staffed
by a professional librarian is available to all inmates by courier
service and to students through direct access. The difficulties in
providing hand carried courier service to cell areas and the need for
students to request a pass and to justify their trip to the library,
limits the accessability of the collection. LSCA funds were used to
provide paperback satellite collections of recreational reading within
each cell block.
These are staffed by inmate clerks. A second supplementary program which is well-received by inmates and staff is the mail
order service provided by Wyoming County Library System at Avon. Upto-date, annotated booklists are provided periodically to all inmates
participating in the program.
The wide selection of current materials
offered is especially appreciated by the men. Costs for this service
Plans are now under way to
have been under written with LSCA funds.
extend this type of service to other institutions.
The Youth Division administered small units which used community
schools and library services. Large training schools were under the
Social Service administration and provided in-house schools and library
A transfer of the training schools to the Youth Division
services.
has resulted in a decline in library services in these institutions.
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Staff services have been emphasized more in the Youth Division
than in the Department of Corrections. A staff library at the Central
office of the Youth Division has a librarian who fills requests received
directly from staff members in various institutions. Within the adult
Department of Corrections legal collections have been provided under
Training sessions in the
an LEAP, grant to seven major institutions.
Inmate
use of materials were provided by Wests Publishing Company.
legal advisory councils supervised by correctional officers and outside attorneys provide assistance with legal problems. Bedford Hills
Correctional Institution for. Women received a law collection and has
a copy machine available for inmate use. The library at Bedford Hills
was one of the better women's libraries seen in the course of the study
and the only one with a copy machine.

Within both the adult and juvenile correctional departments, a
few institutions have been singled out for demonstration library programs, while libraries in others have been neglected and allowed to
For example, Highland School had an exceptional library
deteriorate.
while the library at the Industrial School for Boys had been unstaffed
The demonstration library at Auburn is a
and closed for over a year.
show place that was under development for two years prior to this study.
At the time that it was seen, it had yet to serve its first patron. One
reason given for delays was the slow delivery of audio-visual equipment.
At the same time, audio-visual equipment lay unused in the library at
Wallkill which had been closed since the staff member supervising it
had been transferred.
2.

Services Provided From Outside Libraries

Connecticut

Connecticut carries cooperation a step further than in other
states. The relationship between the State Library and the Department
of Corrections is formalized by contract. The coordinator is jointly
employed by both agencies and is a staff member of both. State Library
materials are placed on permanent loan to supplement those provided by
Interlibrary loan of films and print materials are made
the Department.
by both the State Library and community libraries. Special emphasis
has been made to provide quality staff services.
The Connecticut Department of Corrections operates both Community
Correctional Centers (formerly county jails) and longer term state institutions. With the exception of the State Prison at Somers, all libraries are staffed by inmates. In some cases, long term inmates have
been transferred to short term institutions to supervise a library.
The state library offers strong support to inmate librarians. Telephone
Secommunication with the state library is provided and encoqraged.
lection tools are provided on permanent loan to each institution and
frequent work shops are held.
Cooperative arrangements have not been made between the state
library and the Division of Youth; services within juvenile institutions
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are poor and collections minimal.
Illinois

The Illinois program was modeled after the program in operation
in Washington State. A number of differences between the states, however, have presented problems:
The pattern of community based services was well established
in Washington institutions at the time that library services were inIn Illinois, libraries are pioneering the extension of comtroduced.
munity-based services into Illinois correctional institutions.
Total correctional philosophy and practice are more liberal
2.
in Washington; such features as comparatively open institutions, volunteer programs and inmate-directed activities which are accepted in maximum security institutions in Washington would not be considered feasible
in Illinois.
Physical facilities are mare modern in Washington. They are
3.
Instiless security oriented and have appropriate space for libraries.
is older, and relects a period when
tutional architecture in
security was the primary objective. Very few Illinois facilities have
adequate library space and must depend upon courier services to cell
block areas.
In contrast to Washington, the Illinois Department of
4
Corrections has a strong internal structure and a tradition of self
containment.
When services were initiated in Washington, old collections
5.
were weeded out and State Library materials were immediately supplied
Illinois also weeded out the old, but
to replace discarded materials.
took the slower course of purchasing new materials for each institution.
Much of the processing has been done at the institutional level resultThe Illinois Department of Corrections was uning in further delay.
able to furnish the amount of funding originally planned for new materials;
thus, many newly assigned librarians initiated service operating branches with nearly empty shelves.
I.

In spite of these difficulties, administrators and librarians
were pleased with the new program. It was believed that a real breakthrough had been made and that problems would be solved.. All staff
persons interviewed in Illinois were asked what they had learned from
their experience which could be shared with others, and what would be
done differently if they were to start over.. Some of the ideas that
emerged were as follows:
More people should have been involved in initial planning,
especially at local level.
A first step should have been a demonstration program at
2.
one institution.
More orientation should have been given for everyone involved.
3
Workshops should have been held for institutional and systems library
administrators with resource people from other states, where similar
Systems administrators should have been
programs were in operation.
1
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given orientation to the particular institution which was to be served.
Library staff should have taken the same two-week course of orientation
required of correctional officers.
Collections should have been assembled and funding should have
4.
been guaranteed in advance of opening.
Correctional administrators should have been able to partici5.
pate in the selection of institutional library personnel.
6
The nature of the agreement should have been more carefully
defined:
is it an expanding cooperative effort to provide total library
service or a contract for inmate general library services only? Should
public library service be adapted for school library needs or will these
services be provided by another agency?
7.
Job descriptions for each library position with clearly defined duties, responsibilities, and authority should have been approved
by both library and correctional administrators.
Montana
The scattered and isolated locations of insti':utions and communities
in Montana create special problems of library service. The Montana State
Library has taken a strong role in planning and in implementing services.
Service patterns vary at each institution and attempt to make best use
of the available resources.

Montana State Library operates a branch within the State Prison
at Deer Lodge.
It is directed toward serving both inmates and staff.
The branch is staffed by a professional librarian who is employed by the
He spends one day each week at the State Library headState Library.
quarters, a practice which is invaluable in maintaining the level of
service at the institution.
In order to make the library available during school hours, evenings, and weekends, the librarian maintains a difficult schedule of broken working hours. The library is located in a
small room adjacent to the housing area and is accessable to all inmates
who are not in segregation. The librarian carries books to segregated
areas each week.
One juvenile institution is served by a bookmobile from a nearby
community library. The bookmobile arrives every two weeks during
Saturday recreation hours.
Stops are made at each resident cottage and
boys are brought to the bookmobile by their cottage parents. Paperback
collections of supplementary materials are provided in each cottage.
Films are loaned regularly through the Montana Cooperative Film Service.
The library at Mountain View School for Girls is staffed by a
professional librarian employed by the Department of Corrections. While
this library is administered by the Department, close ties exist with
the State Library. The librarian at Mountain View also visits one day
each week at the State Library and supplements her collections with State
Library materials, thus allowing a continual turnover of new materials
within the relatively small space of the institutional library.
The Swan River Youth Camp is too distant from the nearest library
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The nearest community library
to make bookmobile service practical.
maintains a small collection at the camp, which is exchanged several
times during the year. Each week the Camp brings staff and residents
to the community library to make selections for themselves and others
not able to make the trip. Materials, including films, requested by
mail are mailed to the camp. In addition, stripped magazines, comic
books, and left-over Sunday papers (the gift of a local news agency),
are mailed to the camp by the community librarian.

All of these programs are under written by LSCA funds and supervised by the State Library Institutional Consultant.
Washington
In Washington, a variety of outside agencies extend library service
into institutions to meet the varied library needs of inmates and staff.
An autonomous Department of. Corrections does not exist; Correctional
Services is a member agency of the Department of Social and Health
Services, Service Delivery Division, Most institutional programs, including education, vocational rehabilitation, legal assistance, job
The
placement, and library service are provided by outside agencies.
major function of Corrections Services is to provide housing and security
for inmates, to coordinate the variety of programs in operation, and to
supply those programs not provided by community based agencies.
Public libraries in the state are organized into regional library
systems which serve institutionalized citizens as well as those living
at home. School departments do not suspend responsibility to educate
children while they are confined, but operate schools within each juvenile
institution.

The scope of the library program in Washington is extremely broad
and includes the following provisions and characteristics.
A three-way contract for service is established with the state
library, public library systems, and the Department of Social and Health
1.

Services.

Each library system has developed specialized services for all
2.
institutionalized persons within their geographic area. In large systems,
a special branch to serve correctional institutions is established. These
services are to persons in state, county, and municipal correctional institutions and detention facilities.
Branch libraries are established in all state institutions and
3.
in the larger county institutions.
In some systems, computer-printed book catalogs facilitate the
4.
sharing of information and materials.
The quality of institutional library service varies according
5.
to the quality of service available within the community.
Centralized selection, purchasing and processing at systems
6.
headquarters allow the institutional librarian little control over collection development.
In most cases, specialized services to staff are provided by
7
the State Library.
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8.
The State Attorney General's Office operates law libraries in
adult institutions and provides an attorney to assist inmates with legal

needs.

School library materials provided under ESEA have been incorporated into the collections from public library systems.
In one institution, the institutional library was a branch of local community
college library.
10. All state institutio.s, with the exception of the state prison
at Walla Walla, were planned to include appropriate space for library
facilities. Library space was added at the Walla Walla prison.
11.
All main line populations have access to a central library,
except at reception and diagnostic centers where conditions of confinement are more restrictive. Here, book cart and courier services operate
from central locations, but are carried out by staff members who provide
reference and reader guidance services.
9.

Washington pioneered community based library services to correctional
institutions.
This concept of service has come to be known as the
"Washington Plan". Other aspects of the Washington program have been
discussed in section C
and in this section on pages 53.54.
West Virginia
West Virginia represented a highly centralized relationship between
State Library and institutional library services.
Institutional libraries did not exist until the passage of LSCA made federal funds available.
The State Legislature allocated matching funds on a 2-to-1 basis
and channeled them into the State Library. The role of the Department
of Corrections has been a passive one in which they are required only
to provide suitable space. Furnishings, materials, staff and administration are supplied through the State Library.
The library qt
Moundsville is supervised by an inmate librarian; at Huttonsville a
professional librarian is employed. Materials selection, purchasing
and processing are done centrally by the State Library.
The librarian
contributes to the selection process, but does not have total responsibility for collection development. Materials rotate freely between
institutions and the State Library. The program is oriented toward
the provision of inmate services; few efforts are made to develop
specialized services for staff, although, requests from staff for materials are honored through purchase or interlibrary loan. The role of
the State Library Institutional Consultant is especially strong. Many
problems arising at institutional level are referred to the consultant
who confers with correctional administrators at institutional or central
office level to seek their resolution.
Receptivity to the program varies at each institution. Service
was temporarily discontinued to one juvenile institution where library
materials and equipment were appropriate for other departments within
the institution.
In this case, furniture had been moved to administrative offices, tape recorders had been restricted to the exclusive use of
counselors, and periodicals had been routed to staff members. Although
a staff member was assigned to part time duty in the library, competing
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responsibilities limited his effectiveness. Until library supervision
could be provided, State Library efforts were seen as wasted.
Several characteristics of the West Virginia ) nstitutional library
program were outstanding. A system of staff development is used in which
competent para-professionals are given a one-year leave of absence.
school and 111,ing expanses while earning their Master's Degree In Library
Science (MI,S),,
To dab., only free personnel have participated in the
scholarship programs, but the selection of a qualified inmate library
clerk following release is not seen as an impossibility. The number
of newspaper subscriptions found was much greater than in other states.
There was great emphasis placed upon providing home town newspapers for
inmates.
Every fair sized community newspaper in West Virginia was
represented, several from small out-of-state communities, and major newspapers from New York, Chicago and Washington, D.C. These were greatly
appreciated by both adults and juveniles.

Public relations efforts directed toward keeping legislators and
the general public aware of institutional library programs and library
needs were greater than in other states visited.
This was not unique
to the institutional service, but was characteristic of the entire West
Virginia State Library Program which enjoyed an unusual degree of interest and support from the State Legislature and from the public.

E.

PROBLEMS OF ACCESS

Institutional administrators, librarians and inmates were asked
if library hours were adequate and if every one had access to library
material.
There was greater disparity in the perception of administrators and others on this point than on any other, Access to the library
and to materials was consistently cited by librarians and inmates as a
major problem; administrators generally believed that adequate access
was provided to all.
Factors which limit access are as follows:
1.

Hours Open

The library schedule was frequently arranged for the convenience
of staff, and not to meet the needs of the inmate population.
Many libraries were open during the working day, and scheduled few evening
hours
Work assignments prevented many from using the library.
Day time
hours imposed a particular hardship for students on study release programs
A 1972 unpublished report of a study done by the California
Department of Corrections stated that unless an inmate was unassigned, he
had a difficult time using the library. The report recommended that a
correctional officer should be added to the library staff and hours extended from 8:00 A M. to 9:45 P.M., seven days per week. This was done
and on a state wide basis, and California institutions maintained the
most extensive library hours seen. In most states week-end acess to
the library was rare and greatly appreciated where available. However,
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during summer weekends, when outdoor sport events are scheduled, many
persons agreed that library use would be minimal; that only those inmates preparing cases to meet court dates would use the library.
At Raiford, Florida, it was determined that the time slot with
the fewest competing activities was between 6:00 A.M reveille and 8:00
The library was opened during those hours on a trial
A.M. work call
The 6:00 A M. opening time has now been
basis and was heavily used.
permanently established
2.

Location

Libraries, especially in juvenile institutions, were frequently
located in separate educational buildings or wings which were closed at
the end of the class day. This location, not uncommon in adult institutions, etfectively denied access to large numbers of inmates who were
not in educational programs, and denied weekend and evening access to
all..
Those librai
roviding most service were accessible from both
housirs and classroom ::eas.
3.

Staffing

Frequently the library was seen as the domain of the person in
charge.
Unless an assistant could be assigned, open hours could not
The most successful libraries had
be extended beyond a 40 hour week.
skilled inmate crews which were capable of operating the library so that
any available staff member could provide supervision. At Raiford, the
library is open 80 hours a week although there is only a single librarian.
Inmate crews operate the library in two shifts. During evening hours,
an officer is assigned to library duty. During the week-end, a staff
member who serves as a notary public receives his clients in the library
and provides the required staff supervision.
4.

Security ieasures

Internal security measures were often found to be more restricting
in medium an'' minimum security institutions than in maximum security institutions. As security barriers at the outside perimeter of the institution, decreased, access to the library more frequently required passes
In medium security institutions,
and formal re.juests for permission.
especially in juvenile institutions, little individual access is allowed.
Inmates go to the library in groups accompanied by a correctional officer or
Periods are often scheduled for an hour, but difficulties in
teacher
organizing movement of the group shortened periods in some instances to
In juvenile institutions,
as little as 20 minutes of actual library time.
wards were frequently required to accompany their group to the library
Their disruptive behavior often diswhether or not they wished to go
turbed others. Although security measures are not intended to be a barrier to the library, the staff time required to carry them out severely
limits library use. The need for security practices should be scrutinized
and weighed against program objectives.
When the Los Guilicos program began, wards were required to have
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an officer escort from living areas to the library. Students in junior
college classes experienced difficulty in gaining sufficient library
time.
A plan was worked out where telephone notice between dormitories
and library was gi,yen as the wards came and left. This procedure proved
to be entirely satisfactory and greatly expanded access and use.

At some juvenile institutions this constant surveillance is carried
to the point that no ward could leave a supervized group to pursue a
solitary activity.
Staff shortages did not permit the group to be divided into quiet and active sub-groups.
The ward who wished to read
could do so only during study periods or by learning to ignore the noise
and activity of his group.
At an institution for: older boys, a security officer searched wards
entering and leavir6 the liprary. Rather than submit to this pro.-edure,
the boys avoided library use. The officer was convinced that the library had been used ft Lh exchange of contraband and that elimination
of that opportunity vas the cause of reduced attendance.
5.

Segregated Areas

'she most difficult access problems lie where the need for reading
material is most urgent. Inmates stated repeatedly that reading materials were desperately needed in isolation cells. It was claimed more
than once that reading while in isolation could "save one's sanity."
But, in even the best library programs seen, service to segregated priOne inmate
soners was described as poor by both inmates and librarians.
who had spent many months in isolation stated.

"It's a shame to have to sneak things in to be able to read.
It
takes your mind off your grief and tension. The guys back there are
dying to read.
It's really where you can get your mind right -- in
books.
Its so important, you would just have far less trouble if you
could flood the place with magazines and books."

In theory, nearly all institutions provide courier service to these
It is
areas; in practice, courier service is difficult to carry out.
Many
a time consuming t,sk which staff time can scarcely accommodate.
security personnel believe that inmate passage from one security area
to another would invite traffic in contraband; use of inmate library
Staff time
couriers t) isolation areas is, therefore, rarely allowed.
merely for screening materials creates bottlenecks and barriers to service w'thin the security area. At Florida State Prison at Starke, the
librarian has made a practice of touring the isolation wing himself.
In order to do so, he must close the library serving the main line population while he is on tour; however, he feels that the extreme need
justifies this practice.
A Federal District Court decision [Taylor v. Perini, Civil No.
69-275 (N D. Ohio. June 5, 1972)] required that all persons in disciplinary isolation be provided *.tith all required books for educational
classes in which the inmate is enrolled, at least one book of his
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personal choice, and adequate light for reading. Even though few administrators accepted the deprivation of reading materials as an appropriate
aspect of disciplinary isolation, few institutions met the standard of
service set by the Taylor v. Perini decision. This lack appeared to stem
less from an applied principal than from the difficulties of prov...c!ng
service, for access to library materials was seldom reported to be better
for those in administrative segregation where inmates are placed for
their own protection than for those in disciplinary isolation.

These same problems of service exist in older institutions which
require a delivery service to housing areas. In providing service to
main line populations, the library courier is not required to enter and
leave restricted areas, and the concern of security officers that contraband will be carried in or out with library materials is reduced
For this reason, library couriers in these situations are most often
Main line populations are not confined to their cells
inmate clerks.
during work hours and the courier can rarely deliver library materials
Materials may be left between
directly to the person requesting theme
the bars of empty cells or in a deposit box for later delivery by a
corrections officer.
Materials frequently disappear before the requesting inmate receives them or during the reversed procedure for their return to the
library.
11here this kind of service is used, the book loss rate is
high, and the frustrations for the reader are many,. A closed deposit
box in the cell area woeild reduce the book loss rate, but few institutions reported using them. A preferred solution would be to use a paraprofessional who could make direct deliveries during evening hours when
the housing areas are occupied. Such a person could also provide reference and reader guidance services. An important advantage of the
service-by-mail, which is appreciated by inmates at Attica, is materials
are delivered directly to the person to whom they are addressed.

F.

ACCESS TO LEGAL REFERENCE MATERIALS

The provision of legal reference materials is discussed in detail
Prior to 1941 few inmates who could not afin Vol. II of this report.
ford an attorney had little hope for access to the courts. Written
appeals to the court could be censored and turned back by prison authorities if they were not believed to be in proper form or if they challenged
the prison operation. A prisoner at Michigan State Prison succeeded in
smuggling out a communication to the court protesting this practice.
The court accepted the note as a proper writ and ruled that all confined
persons have a right of access to the court; that the court, not prison
administrators, should determine which documents were in acceptable form.
In following years, accumulations of law books have proliferated in prisons as inmates attempt to acquire the legal skill necessary to challenge
convictions or conditions of confinement. Until 1971, law books were
purchased by inmates; the institutions were not obliged to provide legal
reference materials, but there were restrictions upon denying inmates
access to books at hand. As the pressure on over-crowded library facilities
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increased, administrators in the California Department of Correction
attempted to solve the growing problem by limiting activity, rather
than by expanding library resources. A restrictive list of basic legal
materials was developed. These books were to be placed in all of
California's adult correctional institutions; all other legal books were
to be discarded.
In many institutions the directive increased the num
ber of current works available, but at Folsom and San Quentin, it led
to the destruction of hundreds of volumes. Inmates filed a class action
suit in Federal District court protesting the action of the Department.
The court ruled in favor of the inmates and defined an inmate's right
of access to legal reference materials as an extension of his right of
access to the court.
[Gilmore v. Lynch, 319 F. upp. 105 (N.D. Cal.
1970)].
The Department was directed to submit a plan to the court for
providing an adequate range of legal reference materials or adequate le
gal counsel to all inmates in California's state correctional institutions.
The California Department of Corrections appealed the decision to the
Federal Supreme Court, which upheld the lower court's decision and there
by extended the mandate to provide prisoners with adequate legal counsel
or adequate access to legal reference materials to every state in the
nation.
[Younger v. Gilmore, 404 U.S. 15 (1971)]. The court, however,
did not define "adequate" as applied to legal counsel or to access to
legal reference materials. Each state has been left to make this deter
mination individually.
In all states visited, the mandate established by Younger v. Gilmore
was a matter of primary concern to administrators, librarians and inmates.
Efforts were underway to organize legal aid programs and to improve legal
collections; however, inmates were frustrated and dissatisfied that two
years after the mandate had been established, little had been accomplished.

The judicial process which led to the mandate left much uncertainty
as to the requirements. Only among administrators of the California
Department of Corrections, which has a court approved plan in operation,
In California, unresolved questions
was there significant certainty.
centered on the librarian's responsibility and legal position in assisting
inmates in the use of materials, and the provision of copy machines.
In May 1972 ACA, in. cooperation with the Institute of Library
Research, sponsored a seminar to seek solutions to the problems facing
The seminar, funded by the
librarians and correctional administrators
U.S. Office of Education, Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources,
brought together librarians, law librarians, attorneys and correctional
administrators to explore possible solutions and develop guidelines.
The American Association of Law Libraries developed basic and expanded
lists of legal reference materials which were incorporated into the ACA's
Guidelines For the Provision of Le al Reference Materials for Offender;:
A Tool for Correctional Administrators.
The guidelines were developed
from seminar deliberations, and their recommendations are now widely
acc,Ttud as a guide to materials selection; however, in many states, other
questions concerning legal reference materials were raised during the
course of this study. In states where there are large numbers of small
institutions, must a collection be placed in each? If so, how can funding
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be secured? Can cooperative systems using photocopied materials or microforms be used instead of duplicate on-site collections of traditional
print materials?

Librarians are concerned that existing materials would not fill
the information needs of uneducated inmates or those who do not read
or speak English. How much assistance should be given to the inmate,)
and are librarians, untrained in law, qualified or legally permitted to
give assistance?
Two years after the Gilmore decision many of these questions remain
unanswered. Among interviewees -- or interview subjects -- a consensus
had emerged, however, on several points:
The provision of existing legal reference materials does not
meet the information needs of uneducated persons, or provide them with
1.

equal access to thy: courts.
2.

Efforts should be made to provide both legal counsel and ma-

terials.

The emerging rights of confined persons is a continuing trend
3
which reflects a similar concern with individual rights in the outside
community. When the court mandate to provide equal access to the courts
has been fulfilled, a plateau will not have been reached in the expansion of inmate rights, for an effective tool will have been provided for
accelerating the process of expansion.
The provision of these legal tools to highly motivated "jail house
lawyers" may also achieve in the courts goals which correctional administrators have sought through legislation; i.e., the decriminalization
of victimless and political crimes, equity in sentencing, uniform criteria for parole eligibility and parole revocation, and the accreditation of correctional institutions.

G.

STAFFING
1.

Overview

ACA standards for staffing require one professional librarian and
clerk for each institution of 1,000 inmates. An additional assistant
These standards were
librarian is recommended for every 500 inmates
written in 1966 and do not take into consideration the expanded training
and professional capabilities of today's professional librarian who holds
a Master's Degree in Library Science (ML"). The present standards do
not stress the need for library administration; by emphasizing a librarian for every library, they have fostered a concept that the librarian's
professional domain lies within the four walls of the library proper.
ACA standards, combined with budgetary limitations, have led to a quest
for numbers of librarians, rather than seeking the necessary degree of
professional skill and competency
The need is for a competent librarian at each large institution,
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or, several small institutions, who has authority to develop and expand library programs, and who has sufficient para-professionals and
clerical help to carry out these plans. Para-professionals should
possess personal qualifications needed to relate well to the institutional staff and inmate clientele, and should have the willingness and
capability to acquire increased skill and responsibility. The librarian
should provide supervision and training for para-professionals which
Those with demonstrated
will allow them to advance in salary and grade.
and exceptional talents should be given the opportunity for professional
training as librarians.
A report of the California Library Association Blue Ribbon Committee
on library service in California State Correctional Institutions has
made a recommendation to release the professional librarian from present
narrow concepts of service, to give him broader responsibility, fuller
participation in institutional planning, and increased capabilities to
develop library programs.17 Institutional administrators in many states
cannot compete for qualified library personnel; frequently institutions
are in isolated areas; salaries offered are not competitive with outside positions, and do not attract librarians with the necessary competency.

If professional librarians were hired to administer library programs
A
rathi2r than to staff libraries, fewer librarans would be needed.
larger number of para-professionals could then be hired to implement
programs and to expand library access to evening hours and weekends.
A trend in this direction was observed in both Washington and Illinois
where professional librarians supervised programs in more than one inIn each case, the librarian had para-professional staff to
stitution.
assist in carrying out the library program.
In most states, a librarian taking a position in an institutional
library finds himself with no career ladder and with insufficient staff
It is to the credit of
to exercise his full professional potential.
those librarians serving in correctional institutions that they have
remained in such difficult service. Although the professional rewards
are not commensurate with the demands of the work, the satisfaction of
giving service where the needs are acute has kept many librarians in
institutional library work.

Administrators in several states cited the difficulties of independently recruiting quality personnel as a principal argument for contracting for outside library services. The highest levels of staffing,
both in terms of quality and numbers, were observed at institutions
which contracted for outside library services. Supervisors of outside
library systems often saw institutional services as an opportunity to
train promising staff members for future administrative positions. An
institution is, in essence, a small community; within this community
the institutional librarian functions as a supervi,or of a small city
library system who must provide public and school library services,
special library services to staff and supervise a law library; recruit
and train staff, and develop working relationships with the school department, police department, and maintenance staff. The institutional
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librarian must develop political, budgetary and public relations skills
and must be adept in manuevering through bureaucratic red tape. However,
contractual services were not a guarantee of securing appropriate personnel. A librarian who is successful in an outside library may not be
proper for institutional service. The unnatural environment of a correctional institution requires an unusual combination of professional
skill, energy, compassion and mature judgement. Administrators saw a
need to participate in the selection of librarians assigned to the institution and believed that outside library administrators had little
concept of the personal qualities needed. This emphasis on personal
qualifications combined with recruiting difficulties has led to the
development in Florida and West Virginia of a subsidized educational
Some of the best library programs
program for library staff development.
in Florida have been created by non-professional librarians. The librarian who developed the outstanding library at Raiford, Florida is
a teacher-librarian. Under the Florida program, non-professionals are
eligible to participate in a state library professional training grant
program and may earn their MLS while in service with the Department.

The required full-year of graduate school may be spread over a three
year period of study and intermittant service. Grant funds cover tuition, school and living expenses. The grantee agrees to return after
earning the MLS to give at least 2 years of professional service to his
institution. A former inmate, hired following his release to serve as
a library paraprofessional, was a recent recipient of the library training grant.
2.

The Use of Women Librarians

The pool of available librarians from which the institution can
draw is limited by the widespread belief by many correctional staff
that women librarians cannot be used in adult male correctional institutions. The alleged reason is not only physical danger to the women,
but increased danger to security staff who would be needed for her protection. One cannot deny the danger of the situation, but women have
worked with dangerous mental patients for over 150 years. It is also
doubtful that the danger is greater for a woman than for a man, nor is
the danger greater than that faced by male and female librarians leaving
an inner city library after a 10:00 P.M. closing time.
In those institutions where women have been employed they contribute a normalizing influence to the institutional environment and function as successfully as men, depending upon their personal and nrofessional qualifications. In a large state prison where a woman is employed
as librarian, administrators and staff were asked for their reaction.
"She is as good a librarian as we could find any place, and I have a
feeling, she is better than most. She is dedicated to her position and
is not just a person who comes in to get her pay check and walks off."
The question, "Have any of the difficulties materialized in having a
woman librarian that are so often anticipated?" received the reply:
"No, infact, it's turned the other way. The men behave better, cuss
less, look better than they would if there were a man. They don't
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have to compete with her.
institution."
3.

Education of Instit,

I think there is a real need for women in an

''.anal Librarians

Opinion was divided among librarians and administrators concerning a need for specialized training in library school for correctional
librarians.
Some felt there was no need; others felt that the field was
too narrow to justify a specialized course of studies. Some believed
that an elective class in institutional library service was more appropriate.
There was agreement that more opportunities for continuing
education are acutely needed.
Institutional librarians are frequently
cut off from participation in workshops and conferences available to
their colleagues in public library service.
Few departments budgeted
travel or per dium expenses for these activities.
Institutional librarians expressed a need to participate in conferences with each other,
with the outside library profession, and with correctional personnel
from other professional fields.
4.

Use of Inmate Clerks

Few correctional libraries operate without the use of inmate
In larger institutions, inmate clerks have developed a high
degree of skill and competency.
If library operation is to be consistent with institutional goals, this position of library clerk should
be developed as a job training position. Because the legal profession
is making increased use of para-professional clerks in specialized areas;
inmate law library clerks especially can be prepared for job opportunclerks.

ities.
it
most_ successful library programs, inmaie library clerks
were highly motivated, carried many responsibilities, and participated
in all aspects of planning, decision making and problem solving. Th%.'e
were no programs seen, however, whe're the position of inmate library
clerk was viewed as a vocational training opportunity. Despite the
large number of junior college courses offered in many correctional
institutions, none had been developed in library technology. This is
especially unfortunate, because library hours in most institutions coincided with class room schedules and the conflict effectively barred
library clerks from other educational opportunities.
The Florida
staff development program demonstrates the value of the inmate clerks
position as a potential manpower resource for institutional library
personnel.
It also demonstrates the practicality of providing those
with exceptional interest and aptitude with the opportunity to progress
toward full professional training.
In short term institutions, where it
is not possible to develop the position as a vocational training program
for inmate library clerks, every effort should be made to provide sufficient free personnel to carry out the library program..

In Arizona, a training experience for staff members and inmate
library clerks was undertaken recently with great success. Staff and
clerks from several institutions were assembled at the State Prison
at Florence for a State Library-sponsored workshop on cataloging.
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Participants benefited by the informal exchange of ideas and information,
as well as from the presentation by experts from the cataloguing department of the State Library.
A second workshop has been scheduled for the
near future.

A problem noted by inmates in that session was the need for a
handbook of library operations suitable for the use of inmate library
clerks.
The development of such a tool could be a project for a library school or the ACA Library Committee. This handbook would be useful to the growing number of volunteers serving in libraries in correctional
institutions.
In some states the use of volunteer community participants in
library-sponsored discussion groups has stimulated public interest
and support for the institution. The level of community support for
the newly discharged inmate was believed to have increased, alL;) as a
result of volunteer participation.
In Washington, outside volunteers
working under the supervision of trained staff have made possible increase in the number of open library hours at the Purdy Institute for
Women.

An administrator in Connecticut who had no staff available for
library service and who had experienced community resistance to the
addition of male juveniles to a school formerly for girls, expressed a
belief that community involvement through volunteer service to the library would reduce community fears and would be of great benefit to
the wards.
The use of volunteers should be limited, however, to activities that enrich an existing program, and not as a substitute for
paid staff.
The United Hospital Fund of New York has developed guidelines for the use of volunteers which are applicable to a wide variety
of institutions and which would be useful to any librarian or administor considering this step. 18

H.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT TO LIBRARIES

Institutional library development in most states has resulted
from the efforts of a few key people whose personal energy and dedication have created programs which won increasing support as the programs
evolved.
Smaller states have been able to use LSCA funds to create
fully-developed programs which demonstate their worth immediately.
1.

Connecticut as a Model

In Connecticut, the program is being built step-by-step upon
sound administrative procedures which assure a steady rate of growth
and which stabilize gains made in spite of changes in personnel or in
administration. Development is uniform throughout the state; yet there
is flexibility to accommodate to -a1. conditions.
Strong emphasis within
the State Library has been placed upon developing institutional services.
The work load assigned in many larger states to one institutional consultant is divided among three supervisors: one for services to mental
health institutions, one for hospitals, and one for adult correctional
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institutions. Library services are carried out under the terms of clearly
defined written agreements between the library and participating agencies.

An early task was the development of Standards of Library Service
for Connecticut Correctional Institutions. Since the program began at
ground zero, it was felt that ACA standards were too remote to exert
immediate pressure. A second document developed was a Statement of
Selection Policies, which was agreed upon by the Department of Corrections
and the state library. The statement included not only the usual idealistic generalities, but also a clear articulation of censorship criteria,
procedures and authority. This statement proved its worth in a later
court case, [Manson v. Seale, 320 F. Supp. 1375 (D.C. Conn. 1971)] in
which the Department was challenged on its failure to provide particular
reading material.
Vigorous public relations efforts are carried out by the state
library to keep legislators, community and university libraries, and
the general public informed of institutional library needs and the progress made in meeting them.
An administrative structure has been developed which provides
excellent lines of communication, a maximum degree of local control,
and, most important, involves the clientele in planning and problem solving. Within each institution a library advisory committee has been
established which is composed of an inmate librarian, three staff members (including the Director of Education), and an inmate representative
of the general institutional population. A Handbook of Administrative
Procedures has been developed for the use of this committee which meets
regularly and is responsible for all library activities within the institution.
A Supervisor of Correctional Libraries is jointly employed by the
Department of Corrections and the Connecticut State Library and serves
as a staff member of both agencies. A Handbook of Administrative
Procedures has also been developed for the Supervisor's position. One
of his functions is to serve as liaison among institutional library committees, central offices, and a top level advisory panel on institutional
library services which includes representation from various participating agencies and executive and legislative branches of state government.
Simplified forms have been developed for field work reports on
visits to institutions made by the Supervisor, and for annual reports
of institutional programs which are submitted by the committee. In
addition to quantitative descriptions, these reports include a statement
of objectives for the coming year, and evaluation of the past year's
program in terms of meeting objectives and an analysis of encountered
problems.
In addition to the committee's report, each institutional library
is rated against Connecticut's Standards of Service by a site-visit team.
Data from these sources are compiled into an annual state report on institutional library service which is given wide circulation to state
agencies, legislators and other libraries. These procedures are pointed
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toward an acreditation program for institutional libraries wnith will
be initiated at some time in the future.
It is
The program in Connecticut has not yet reached maturity.
understaffed and underfunded; the library at the state prison at Somers
is the only one -taffed by a professional librarian; but within this
structure of administrative support the Connecticut program has achieved
Cooperation and respect has been established
remarkable accomplishments.
between the participating agencies, censorship policies are non-restrictive, the range and depth of collections are unusually good, the quality
of staff service is much higher than in most other states, and the degree
Proof informal cooperation from outside libraries is unusually high.
grams in many other states would be considerably strengthened if they
were to adopt many of the procedures followed in Connecticut.
2.

Practices in Other States

Procedures observed in other states which offered much to emulate,
included the simplified system of reporting that has been developed for institutional services in New York. Florida is in the process of developing a handbook for institutional library operation which will be invaluable for inmate library clerks. It will also unify procedures and make
possible a move toward more economical and efficient centralized purchasing and processing. Comprehensive long range library planning is
also being done in Florida. Each institutional library is developing
a six year plan outlining long and short term objectives. These plans
will be coordinated by the Central Library Committee and incorporated
into a master plan for the Florida Department of Corrections.
3.

Accountability

Correctional agencies often experience more difficulties in the
implementation of policies than do many other types of organization.
Interviewed personnel frequently expressed a sense of frustration and
In few of the agencies visited, was an attitude of
ineffectiveness.
professional accountability expressed or observed. A force which tends
to stimulate improved services, i.e., an evaluation of performance and
favorable or unfavorable reaction from the clientele, does not apply
in correctional agencies. Departments of corrections are public service agencies which provide services to both the general public and to
the inmate population. Gencraliy, the public clientele is indifferent
During periods when the public is interested, it is
to the services.
most often cut off from the possibility of viewing or evaluating surThe inmate clientele is captive and without voice or influence.
vice.
Few correctional agencies have developed management techniques
capable of evoking the responsiveness and accountability to administrative authority that is needed to effect change. The immunity from public pressure that directors of correctional agencies enjoy has evolved
from a need for heightened authority in a hazardous profession. The
hazards exist, however, at all levels of authority and have often cloaked
entire departments with an immunity to review and evaluation of performance
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that is found in few other organizations.
In many correctional agencies, civil service procedures have been
weighted to protect job holders, rather than to safe guard the quality
of job performance.
Few commercial organizations or public libraries
would tolerate the low level of performance of library staff that was
observed in several institutions.
No organization employing unit-cost
concepts would tolerate the idle equipment that was observed; in one
institution, three of four movie projectors had waited months for authorization for repairs.
Few organizations would tolerate the diversion of
designated funds to unauthorized use or the unexplvined loss of material
and equipment that was reported.
Few organizations vould tolerate without investigation the rumors of mismanagement that iere heard.

Where management techniques within a correctional agency have not
developed the degree of responsiveness and accountability to administrative authority that is needed, extraordinary techniques should be considered.
Plans for library or other program development should incorporate
quantitative targets, a time table for meeting them, and, where the need
is indicated, sanctions to ensure accountability.
An acreditation program is a more familiar means of providing leverage for the improvement of services provided by public agencies.
At
its best, an accreditation program provides an administrator with a means
of acquiring more substantial support from legislative budget committees
and increases a correctional agency's accountability to the public; at
least, an acreditation program provides targets which can be incorporated
into program planning. The revision of the ACA Manual of Correctional
Standards is a step toward a proposed national acreditation program for
correctional institutions.

I.

CENSORSHIP

In most institutions many factors besides formal censorship limited
the range and appeal of collections. Lack of funds, lack of expertise
concerning sources of materials, the absence of workable systems to control materials, and an insensitivity to the needs and interests of the
clientele were primary causes for the limited and inappropriate collections seen. Few states had a formalized procedure for censorship review
and an authoritative body for making censorship decisions.
In Connecticut,
New York, and Florida, where this had been done, censoring activity was
contained and visible; its effects could be identified. The impact that
informal censorship practices have had on the development of library collections cannot be measured easily; yet informal rather than formal censorship is most widely practiced.

There is great reluctance by those involved in corrections to acknowledge the practice of censoring, although few persons (inmates included) denied that some censorship was necessary. Frequently,
administrators stated that there were few limitations, that only "the
very worst materials" were restricted and that this was more a matter
of common sense then censorship.
Yet in many institutions, any staff
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member, stenographer or inmate clerk was free to exercise individual
judgement as to what constituted "the very worst." These decisions,
based on nothing more than gut feelings, added up to the imposition
of a wide variety of inconsistent and fluctuating taboos.
Informal,
unacknowledged censorship resulted in more restrictive practices than
any formal procedures that were found.
Few departments had developed clearly defined policy statements
on censorship. Where these had been developed, as in Florida,
Connecticut, and the Federal Bureau of Prisons, there was an unevenness
in actual practice from one institution to another; however, in general,
a more relaxed attitude toward bizarre or contrversial materials prevailed.
It was found thr much of the ::nxeLy ovol7 cl;:eEclonalde materials
resulted not from fear of its effect upon the In:nal:o population, but
fear of criticLim from a higher authority oc f'.rom outside the institution.
On w:Irden reported that he hild bJrned
55sue ofPenalDigest
interwlt;onal
techniqu:-; for peaceful work stoppages, not
because he expected inmaLe to he moved to strike, but because his force
of correctional officers threatened to do so if he allowed the paper into
the institution. Where censoring authority had
been formally established, each staff member felt responsible for censorship decisions and,
therefore, vulnerable to criticism. Where criteria were not clearly defined, decisions were often based on such superficialities as a title
or cover picture.

In the past, censorship concerns focused less on library operations
than on the personal purchase of books by inmates. The librarian generally sought uplifting material that would contribute to the inmate's
return to "normalcy." Frequently funds were so limited that there was no
opportunity to purchase off-beat materials. But, as libraries strive
to reflect the growing maturity of penal philosophy, and as librarians
gain funds to respond to the expressed interests and concerns of the
inmate clientele, the library collection becomes more and more controversial.
To the degree that institutional personnel are drawn from
conservative, rural communities, and inmates are from inner city slums,
the c dlection may be questionable in the eyes of staff.
Inmate interests are wide and varied, but, as with other groups,
their interests lean strongly toward things which touch upon their lives
most immediately, prison life itself, other prisons and prisoners, prison riots and prison reform, social problems and irate denunciations of
these conditions. Their politics are often radical and angry and they
want reading materials that will help them articulate their anger.
They
want to read about crime, drugs, and homosexuality.
They want pornography and underground newspapers.
They want to know about law and how
they can use it to gain a greater measure of self-determination.

A few years ago anyone of these topics would have been forbidden
in printed form, even though they occupied a large part of the inmate
conversations taking place.
Efforts to control the exchange of ideas
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have seldom made much sense. At best, they were the acting out of a
simplisti: wish that "niceness" could be regulated. Fifty years ago,
a common assumption was that the presentation of an idea would immediately
stimulate related activity.
Today many psychologists have challenged
that assumption and have come to believe that a free discussion of ideas
has a defusing effect, that reading and talking about unacceptable acts
provides vicarious substitute for the behavior itself.19
In earlier times the control of ideas was also easier to accomplish.
Sentences served were longer and institutions were isolated. Today such
control is impossible, ard the attempt does not justify the staff time
and effort required. In the 1960's a California institution carefully
deleted news of the Watts riots from daily newspapers until it was realized that the same coverage come in by way of T.V. each eveniug.
Court decisions have forced us to re-examine censorship practices.
In California in 1970 an inmate serving time on drug charges was denied
two documents -- one, on the use of Peyote in American Indian religous
It was felt
ceremonies, the other, on die legalization of marijuana.
that these materials would be detrimental to his rehabilitation. During
the previous year, section 2600 of the Calfiornia Penal Code had been
revized by the legislature to include a paragraph which established an
inmate's right to purchase, receive, or read all published materials
accepted for mailing by the U.S. Post Office. Exceptions were made for
materials on locksmithing, gambling, obcenity, and those which would
incite activities threatening the security of the institution. The
inmate brought suit against the Department of Corrections for violating
rights guaranteed in this section of the code. The courts discussions
of this issue has been widely quoted:
The judgement of the Legislature; would seem to be that free access
to all printed materials which are accepted for distribution by
the United States Post Office; excepting those which are obscene
or which tend to incite activities posing a threat to prison discipline ... is more in accord with legitimate prison objectives
than limited access according to the views of particular prison
authorities on the rehabilitative effect of such materials ...
even persons who have committed anti-social acts warranting their
imprisonment may derive greater rehabilitative benefits from the
relatively free access to the thoughts of all mankind as reflected
in the published word than they would derive from a strictly controlled intellectual diet.
[In re Harrell, 2 Cal. 3d 675 (1970)]
A later court decision has defined materials which would constitute
a threat to the security of the institution as "those materials providing
instruction in picking locks, designing tunnels or making weapons."
[Taylor v. Perini, Civil No. (16-275 (N.D. Ohio, June 5, 1972)1. A
decision from a Pennsylvania district court cautions against prison
administrators applying too broad an interpretation of the "security risk"
concept and states that speculation alone that literature would ignite
racial or religious riots is not sufficient; prison officials must prove
that the literature creates a clear and present danger to prison security
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or discipline [Loag v. Parker, 390 F. 2d 816 (C.A. Pa. 1968) ].

In New York a formal censorship procedure was established following
the Sostre v. McGinnis decision.
1442 F. 2d 178 (C.A. N.Y. 1970)]
Martin Sostre is a political activist who, five years after his impri
sonment, continues to be a controversial figure. He was alledged to be
the organizer of a riot in Buffalo, New York in 1967; he was arrested
on drug charges following the riot and subsequently sentenced to 40 years
in prison.2° Because he continues to be a political activist while in
prison, he has spent much of his time in segregation. He has become a
skillful "jail house lawyer" and many of his challenges to authority
have centered on questions of censorship. A newspaper to which he had
subscribed was withheld from him because it was deemed to he politically
subversive. On another occasion a scrap book of newspaper clippings
presenting radicai political ideoliogies and a note book of his own
political writings were confiscated; he was punished for their posses
sion by spending more than a year in solitary confinement. He was also
disciplined for translating prisoners' letters and for lcining law books
to other prisoners without having first received permission to do so.
He filed a personal injury suit for violation of his constitutional rights
and sued the warden of the prison for damages.

The Federal District Court upheld his claim and awarded him $29 a
day in real damages and $11 a day in punitive damages for the year that
he was held in solitary confinement.
Through a series of appeals the
decision was modified. The Department of Corrections was held to be
justified in punishing Martin Sostre for not requesting permission be
fore loaning law books and for translating letters; thus, the Department
was justified in confiscating the scrapbook of clippings and personal
writings.
But the lower courts were upheld in their decision that
Sostre's first amendment rights had been violated when his newpaper
subscription was withheld from him and when he was punished with solitary
confinement for having compiled the notebook and expressing his political
ideologies in writing. During the course of the appeal process, the
warden of the prison died and Sostre did not receive the damages awarded
The higher court however, did not reverse that part of the deci
him.
sion.

Another part of the District Court Decision which held through
appeal was the instruction that the New York Department of Corrections
must establish censorship procedures which give inmates rudimentary due
process within the limits of prison conditions.
This would imclude 1)
notice of the arrival of the reading materia' at the institution and of
the date of the hearing for its review 2) some opportunity for the
inmate to be heard by the reviewing body either personally or in writing,
The New
and 3) a review :icily thr.: can he expected to act fairly.
York Deparment of Correction's censoring procedures were modified to
..:cations; in addition, a means f r inmat..!s to appeal
meet t.:e;runser.ihip decisions was estabiisued by the creation of a central review
The results of these reviews
committee at the state capital at Albany.
at both institutional and central office leval are posted in public.
In actual practice the procedure is cumbersome. At institutional level,
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Materials are
it is difficult to gather committee members together.
often reviewed by committee members in succession, rather than in a
body.
This limits the inmates' defense of the material to a written
statement and also eliminates all opportunity for debate. The most
conservative member of the committee has considerable veto power. New
York is emerging from an unusually conservative policy; the number of
documents referred to the central committee is large, but is diminishing.

A report of the Departmental Media Review Committee dated November,
1971., listed 335 documents submitted for review, with 141 disapprovals.
A report dated April 30, 1973, lists 50 documents submitted and 23 disapproved. The openness of these procedures tend to liberalize policy
and also to reduce the unevenness in levels of acceptability at various
institutions.
A similar policy is in effect in Connecticut, but here the institutional review committee is composed of both inmates and staff, meets
regularly and makes many decisions concerning the operation of the library in addition to those on censorship. There is also much unevenness
Inmates sitting on the rein application in Connecticut institutions.
Inmates, in some
vie committee is not a guarantee of liberal policy.
case" have been the most conservative members of the committee.
In Florida each institutional librarian is a member of a central
library policy making committee. This committee developed a list of
acceptable period Gals and also a statement of selection policy. Because
th, list and statement is permissive, the number of questionable works
These are submitted to the state committee for review; ultiis small.
mate authority rests with the Director of the Department. Censorship
practices in Florida were among the least restrictive of the states visited and were as permissive as those of the Federal Bureau of Prisons.
Although administrators in all states saw liberality as a desirable goal
and described their own censorship policies as being non restrictive,
Inmates consistently complained
staff members frequently disagreed.
of censorship restrictions. This was not the case in. Florida or in the
Federal Bureau of Prisons.
In Illinois responsibility for determining the acceptability of
materials rests with the individual librarian at each institution. If
a staff rember wishes to question a library selection, he must do so
by submitting a letter in triplicate, one copy for the librarian, one
the Department. The librarfor the warden, and one for the Director
ian's authority extends also to the inmatE1' personal books with the
In most cases the librarian's decision is final.
same avenues of appeal.
There are no clearly defined criteria; the librarian must rely on "common
This has resulted in great unevenness between institutions and
sense".
inconsistency in decision making. The librarian is asked not only to
weigh the material but to judge the requesting individual. In one instance, an inmate requested permission to purchase an innocuous photoBecause the man's conviction was for child
graphic essay on children.
While there may be some logic in
mclest:Ition, the request was denied.
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asking the librarian to weigh a work against clearly defined criteria,
there is none in asking the librarian to analyze an individual client.
Whether a work is harmful, harmless, or even beneficial to an individual should be the decision of a psychiatrist. If the psychiatrist
is uncertain, which could well be the case, first amendment rights of
the inmate should be honored.

Many states have not set up procedures for reviewing challenged
materials, but screen all incoming materials at institutional level.
A misconception among administrators was that non-restrictive censorship criteria was a guarantee of non-restrictive censorship practice.
In actuality, the screening procedures which are carried out to weigh
materials against censorship criteria were far more critical than the \
criteria itself in determining the range of materials admitted to the
In California, where the censorship norm is acceptance
institution.
for mailing by the U.S. Post Office with few qualifications, Chicano
citizen groups were told that high-interest, Spanish Language materials
donated by them to the San Quentin library were not acceptable because
Screening not only limited liof the screening problems involved.
brary collections but limited materials that an inmate could purchase
with his own funds.
Although not readily admitted, the screening of personal reading
material is done for reasons other than for maintaining censorship
norms. These may be to eliminate:
Printed materials ordered by mail for which the inmate may
not have paid in advance.
Catalogs, advertisements, and brochures, which would stimulate
2)
the ordering of unpaid for materials. This practice prevented an inmate's ordering family gifts by mail or taking advantage of lower book
club prices.
Materials for which the inmate did not make a request, by
3)
title and author and receive permission to order. This eliminated a
rich source of technical information by prohibiting requests to commercial firms such as- "Please send me information on your newest retrigeration units."
An overabundance of material to any one inmate.
4)
All foreign language material.
5)
All
materials difficult to screen or which would stimulate
6)
mailing activity and thereby increase the burden of the screening process itself. In a New York institution, a mimeographed list of prison
reform groups and community groups providing support services for ex
prisoners was screened out for this reason.
1)

As with many bureaucratic procedures the great bulk of screening
activity has become a means of accomplishing and perpetuating the acThe objectives of screening should be weighed against
tivity itself.
the counter-productive effect it has upon the larger goals of the institution, which are to provide opportunities for education and rehabilitation and to prepare the inmate for successful re-entry into the
community. We should ask which screening objectives justify the man
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hours of staff time required.
means?"

Which could be achieved by some other

Mail order firms have their own methods of protection from nonpaying customers.
If they do not see fit to require payment in advance
on oLders coming from correctional institutions, it does not seem reasonable that the institution should assume responsibility for their
protection.
If institu-ional bcokkeeping systems do not allow inmates
to make payment in advance, they should be revised; matters of administrative convenience can not compensate for the abridgement of first
amendment rights [Barnett v. Rogers, 410 F.2d 995 (C.A.D.C. 1969)].
A Federal Court of Appeals has ruled that in regulating matters in
which first amendment rights are involved, the state must show not
only a rational relationship to some government interest, but a compelling state interest. The state must further show that there is no
alternative means that infringes less on first amendment rights.

Where the volume of material received by an inmate would create
storage problems, as with a blanket request for materials from a commercial firm, it is reasonable to establish limits on the amount of
material that can be kept in a cell. [Guajordo v. McAdams 349 F. Supp,
211 (D.C. Tex. 1972)]. A Federal District court held that a prison
rule which limited the number of personally owned books an inmate could
have in his cell at any one time was reasonable, but it should be the
inmate's choice which materials he shall keep and which he shall discard. Moreover, much of the excess material would make a valuable contribution to the library's pamphlet file.
The legitimacy of concern for the introduction of contraband
m_terials in books has been upheld many times by the courts [Seale v.
[In re VanGeidern, 14
Manson, 326 F. Supp, 1375 (D.C. Conn. 1971)].
Cal. App. 3d 1002 (1971)]. That books are more suspect as a means
of conveyance than other materials coming in from outside such as gro(It does
ceries, and maintenance supplies cannot be easily explained.
seem likely, however, that au electronic method could be devised
which could quickly screen all incoming materials for metal, for less
than the present cost in staff time of hand screening books alone.
No easy method of screening out drugs and contraband messages
seems near at hand, yet in the face of the numerous alternative means
of conveyance, to establish precautionary screening procedures for books
and printed materials alone "eems counterproductive. Perhaps the aims
of the institution would be better served by responding uniformly and
fairly after an infraction of rules against contraband has taken place
Perhaps a system
rather than by establishing elaborate precautions.
of ,,pot checking for drugs rather than the time-consuming screening
would be adequate.
The mail room, where most screening takes place, was frequently
criticized as a source of difficulty. Where mail room clerks had the
responsibility for opening and checking library shipments, it was difInmates accused
ficult to trace materials which were fregently lost.
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staff members of skimming off the best for themselves. Staff accused
inmates of pilfering materials to trade on the institutional black
market.
Essential for the successful operation of a library is that
library shipments are delivered directly to the custody of the librarian or ;.he mail room procedures are tightened to safeguard library materials.

At one Arizona institution, $400 worth of new Looks, or one half
the LSCA allottment for that institution for the year. disappeared from
the mailroom.
In Illinois, two truck loads of books selected from a
Later,
community book drive were assigned to the State Prison at Joliet.
authorities were able to account for only one truck load. The entire
second load had vanished, yet there was no established procedure to
trace or to investigate the loss, or to prevent a recurrance.
Most losses are on a less spectacular scale. The most interesting
looking books and periodicals are frequently "borrowed" by staff members to be read and returned later; or, materials which any one of a
variety of people might deem questionable are lifted out for personal
review; or, the most desirable materials are "secured" for a buddy or
"saved" from being pilfered by someone else.
In any case, the most
interesting and stimulating materials are vulnerable where library shipments are opened and inventoried in the mail room.
The response of librarians to mail room problems varied widely.
Only one felt that he had solved the problem by having library shipIt was then necessary to resments delivered directly to the library.
trict the number of staff who had keys to the library door. The librarian
was new to his position and felt that with more time he could educate
staff members to the advantages of checking out materials rather than
borrowing them informally.

Many librarians shrugged off mail room problem; and accepted them
as part of institutional life.
The most successful librarians were
in constant touch with the mail room and made a conscious effort to
As they
establish congenial relationships with the mail room staff.
were dedicated to building collections of maximum interest and usefulness for their clientele, which included staff as well as inmates,
successful librarians saw responsibility as extending beyond the library proper to any operation influencing the building of the collection.
As the quality of library services improved, cooperation from inmates
and staff also improved
One kind of screening which does not directly effect library
operations, yet is still a concern to many librarians, is the elimination of reading materials purchased by inmates from local commercial
In many states inmates are required to order materials directly
sources.
from a publisher. Again, the 'purpose of this rule is to control the
introduction of contraband.
It is assumed that shipments from local
commercial sources could be used to smuggle in materials or messages.
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This assumption may some day be tested in the courts. A California
Appelate Court has accepted the assumption; (In re VanGeldern, 14 Cal.
App. 3d 1002) (1971)] a Federal District Court in Maryland has not.
[Collins v. Schoonfield, 344 F. Supp. 257 (D.C. Md. 1972)]. A major
goal of any library program is to stimulate and encourage reading, especially in a correctional institution, where a large portion of the
inmate population is handicapped by below average reading skill. Many
librarians feel that this rule is an unnecessary barrier which cancels
out much of their flort to motivate innates to increase reading experience and reading skill.

The purchase of a book by an inmate is, at best, a difficult
undertaking. He must accumulate the purchase price on wages of a few
cents a day; often he must add a percent of the purchase price, typically,
20%, to the inmate welfare funds; he must fill out forms for the accounting office, and, in many instances, must receive permission from a
staff member.
To ask him to also pay additional postage from a distant publisher
for a book which can be purchased locally is unreasonable. Previously
cited obstacles may be difficult, but not impossible, to overcome;
however, to learn the name and address of the publisher of a book which
was heard mentioned in conversation, or on the radio, or which was seen
advertized can be an impossibility unless adequate professional library
tools are available.
The time-consuming screening process has not been avoided by this
rule which prohibits local purchase of reading materials.
In most cases
materials received directly from publishers are still screened to make
certain that they do not violate censorship norms. The rule against
local purchase does not accomplish enough to justify the hardship that
it imposes on inmates and its detriment to the institutional goals of
education and re-entry preparation.
Inmates in various institutions
made these observations concerning the difficulties of purchasing and
receiving books and magazines.
I had a slight argument with the librarian about several of
the books I was ordering.
He didn't think they would clear the
committee. He was kind enougn to tell me that it was because of
the type of lives they lived, those involved in reviewing these
In other
books - their likes and dislikes - it hinges on that.
words, my type of reading mania might not coincide with theirs;
therefore, I'm not allowed this particular type of reading material.

Another thing, if anyone has read these books over, it should
be someone who is familiar with books, with what is current rather
than someone who doesn't read and all he's concerned about is
security and restrictions.

You can write out to several places, provided you know the
address, and generally this is handed down from inmate to inmate.
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If a man comes in, and especially if it's his first time, chances
are he won't know any of these addresses.
In some cases you can go over to the package room and get a
book -ight away, and in other cases, they say, "no, the book review committee has to review it because it is controversial."
I've seen occasions where two people will get the same book; one
will go right through and the other will go to the review committee,
so it's just a matter of personal judgement, and that's what the
men really have a gripe about. It's really not correct to do
that.

They often limit a person to the amount of books he may have.
If a person is a reader, especially if he is in for some time,
It's a thing of sayIt can discourage a man as well.
it hurts.
ing one officer will come along and say, "Well, he likes to study
a lot; that's good." and another will come along and say, "Well,
he don't need all those books.

The resentment caused by capricous censorship and screening procedure does more to foment prison unrest than exposure to the great bulk
of the banned materials could ever do. Most censorship efforts are
wasted, We no longer live in a simple society where control of currents
of thought is possible. We live under a constant barrage of ideas within which it is not easy for any one idea to gain dominance, at least,
not without expensive, public relations efforts. Within the institutional
milieu, a sure means of lending weight to an idea is to dignify it with
Such efforts immediately bestow an aura of unattempted suppression.
In
many
states,
sensitive social and political issues
answerability.
have replaced sex as the major literary threat to institutional order.
These subjects are usually referred to as "revolutionary." According
to individual interpretation they can range from criticism of the prison to an outright exhortation to armed rebellion.
Ac one time all Black Muslin and Black Panther literature fell
In state after state, inmates won court decisions
into this category.
In each of these deallowing them to receive Black Muslin materials.
cisions, the court's judgement was based upon the acceptability of the
material itself. More recently, Black Panthers in pre-trial detention
in New York City obtained an injunction from a Federal District Court
which permitted them to receive the Black Panther newspaper. [Shakur
v. McGrath, 69 Civ. 4493 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 31, 1969)] In this instance,
the court did not defend the material which it characterized as "a lurid
poorly edited, provocative, political pamphlet," but held that it was
a violation of first amendment rights to withhold it. The legal position
of pre-trial detainees is not the same as that of sentenced offenders
in state and federal prisons, yet the decision illustrates the prevailing trend toward the protection of first amendment rights. As recently
as 1969 Black Muslim literature was not allowed in California's correctional institutions, yet today a California administrator states, "there
on politically sensitive material.
is little restriction right
al, if we prohibit something from coming
According to our Attorney Ger
.
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into the institution, under that section of the Code, [Section 2600
California Penal Code] we have to be able to identify what it is that
will be happening, where it is, and who it is going to be happening to.
That is very difficult. There is very little material that we have
grounds to turn down." Efforts to suppress expose' type criticism or
political extremeism have not altered the ideas exchanged by inmate populations. Departments which have relaxed censorship restricting have
suffered no apparent harm and, have found that the most effective means
of defusing rumors and threatening ideas is to provide an open forum
where they must stand on their own merit, unreinforced and ungalmourized
by attempts at suppression.

J.

MATERIALS SELECTION

Very few institutions visited had satisfactory techniques for the
selection of materials; this was reflected in the quality of collections.
Several equally important ingredients are needed in assembling a useful,
appealing collt.ction:
1) a variety of professional tools which provide
basic lists of standard works for a particular clientele, advance notices, reviews, and reports of user reaction to new publications; 2)
open lines of communication with other librarians serving similar populations;
3) communication with staff members in all areas of the institutional operation;
4) open communication with the inmate population,
both library users and non-users.
In general, collections provided under contractual arrangements
enjoyed greater acceptance by library users. However, in Washington,
where library services provided to all citizens are shared with those
in institutions, it was found 'hat materials selected for the general
public were not always appropriate for inmate populations. To correct
this, the librarian at Purdy Treatment Center for Women has been provided with a supplementary paperback fund for direct purchase of specialized materials.
At the Reformatory at Monroe, the librarian takes a
more active part then his public librr y counterparts in selections
done by a centralized acquisitions department at library systems headquarters.

As a rule, public librarians have available to them selection
tools not usually found in independent institutional operations. These
include Publishers Weekly, Library Journal, Multi Media Review, Synergy,
Booklegger Magazine, and a variety of catalogs for pamphlets, audiovisuals, government publications and free materials.
In Connecticut,
the State Library has placed necessary selection tools in each istitution on permanent loan.
In most departmentally administered libraries, materials were
ordered by institutional librarians L.:cm publishers lists and catalogs.
Many librarians ordered from remainder houses, and some took packaged
assortments at reduced price. One departmental librarian visited retail outlets and second hand book stores on his own time to purchase
books from the shelf. Frequently, teacher-librarians in juvenile institutions, as a means of developing a "balanced" collection, ordered
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by subject matter and grade level, with little concern for quality or
appeal. Where selection tools w,?re available, it was possible to choose
suitable, appropriate material from donations. Otherwisgi, donations
wore often incorporated into collections on the basis of physical condition alone.
Equally essential are channels of information exchanged between
librarians serving disadvantaged groups, whether in the community or in
Publications expecially directed to the interests
other institutions.
of disadvantaged groups are usually low budget, unpublicized, difficult
to locate, and short-lived. Professional reviews of such off-beat publications as Booklegger Magazine are invaluable but cannot substitute
for direct contact with librarians whose professional concerns and selection needs are similar. In Montana and Illinois, institutional librarians
employed by outside library systems spend one half day each week at library headquarters as a means of maintaining these professional ties.
In response to a need for improved communication, positions for
state Library Institutional Consultants were established in many state
libraries under LSCA. The most vital state programs have occured where
the Institutional Consultant has been able to do field work and open
lines of communication between institutional librarians and the state
library and among the librarians themselves. Under the auspices of the
Washington State Library, institutional librarians in that state publish
and circulate a newsletter with information concerning publications and
Such a publication is badly needed on a national scale to serve
sources.
the information needs of correctional librarians.

Where the responsibility of outside libraries to serve institutionalized persons have not been formalized under contractual agreements,
these libraries should recognize the claim of the institutionalized citizen upon public library services. Tax rates supporting libraries are
based upon the total population including the citizens in institutions.
One method of assistance is for public and academic libraries to share
information with isolated colleagues serving in correctional libraries.
Few community libraries invited the participation of institutional librarians in multi-media review sessions or for book and periodical reviews or included the institutional library on mailing lists or routed
news of professional interest to them. The compilation of community
resource information which could be shared with the institutional library was rare. Where this had been done it was of great value in assisting inmates to prepare for parole. University and colleges should also
recognize a shared responsibility for institutionalized persons, and include the institutions on mailing lists to receive catalogues, brochures,
and scholarship information.
Communication within the institution itself is equally important
for the development of appropriate collections to support classroom
It was frequently observed that the librarian was isolated
programs.
from other staff members as well as from professional colleagues. Staffing patterns should permit the librarian to participate in staff meetings and curricula planning sessions, and to meet individually with
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staff members to develop the collection according to the total needs
and activities of the institution.
As a means of building collections, nearly all librarians acted
upon inmate requests. Suggestions were solicited and many libraries
had suggestion boxes. These techniques had limited value because they
reach only the most book-oriented and articulate segment of the population.
Some libraries had sustained inmate involvement in library
committees and councils. Some librarians had used written questionnaires to poll the population concerning personal reading interests
and library preferences. As inmates observed that these efforts produced results, they were more open in sharing interests and opinions
with the librarian. At Raiford, where the collection received heavy
use by an unusually high proportion of the inmate population, no inmate request or suggestion is dismissed lightly. Sincere efforts are
made to respond to every request made. As a result, inmate interest
in the library has grown, and the suggestions have increased in number
and innovativeness.
At the suggestion of an inmate, a bathroom scale
with an accompanying heigat and weight card was placed in the corner
of the library.
Information of little consequence outside can bo very
difficult to obtain and greatly valued within the institution.
Usually,
only those inmates on sick call or in the infirmary can learn their
weight.
The scale has become one of the most frequently used reference
tools in the library and gives evidence of the flexibility, and openness
to suggestion that is needed to build a vital collection.

K.

CONTROL OF MATERIALS

A circulating library demands efficiency of its staff, and, demands
of its patrons trust, cooperation, responsibility, and a sense of community with other library users.
These fragile human attitudes are required not on an individual basis, but en masse. A correctional
institution is not a likely place to look for such positive attitudes;
the life experiences of the clientele have discouraged their development. Generally, institutional life will retard these qualities further.
Inmate codes stress self-protection and distrust of established systems.
Equally defeating to the operation of the library are staff attitudes
of special privilege which are frequently exagerated by the institutional
environment.
In this highly regulated setting, staff members are exempt from most regulations.
If a library is to function, regulations
must apply equally to everyone.
In spite of these difficulties, there were libraries seen which
had won the support of inmates and staff so that they functioned remarkably well. In each instance these libraries had an adequate number of
staff to operate efficiently.
Records were kept, notices sent, card
catalogs maintained, books properly shelved, and inventories taken.
Book budgets were sufficient to insure a continuing supply of new materials.
Inmates and staff had come to expect and trust that these
things would be done. With trust came increased cooperation and personal
responsibility :or meeting library regulations.
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Inmate library committees worked with librarians to develop reguInmates also participated in materials selection, decision
making, problem solving, and in all aspects of the library operation.
They had invested personal interest in the libraries and had come to
believe that libraries were of benefit to the entire inmate population.
lations.

At Raiford where an efficient system of materials control was established, rules of conduct and procedure developed by the committee
were enforced by the librarian, a task he carried out with unyielding
impartiality leavened with humor. Humor appeared to be key ingredient
Overdue notices were droll perin establishing control of the system.
sonal notes; posted instructions of library procedures were humorous.
In many institutions, the combination of adequate staff, sufficient funds, and inmate involvement is not possible. As a result,
cooperative self-regulatory effort to make the system work is lacking.
Without this support, the librarian is faced with difficult choices:
external controls can be imposed or a compromise in efficiency must be
Few librarians have chosen increased policing. Where it
accepted.
has been attempted, library use falls off. Where insufficient funds
or poor selection policies do not insure a steady turnover of current
materials, the impulse to secure the best for oneself or one's friend
is difficult to resist. Often, only the least appealing materials
remain on the shelf for checking out.
In short term institutions it is seldom possible to develop inUnmate clerks with sufficient skill to carry out library operations.
less adequate free personnel are provided by the institution or contracting
Where assurance canlibrary, necessary procedures must be compromised.
not be given that an interesting book can be relocated, the book is more
likely to be traded than returned.
The use of inmate clerks does not solve all problems. In
Connecticut, where highly motivated, skilled inmate librarians operate
Inmate
many libraries, they are unable to enforce library regulations.
codes of conduct prevent their calling; peers to account. They are
equally powerless to control staff intrusion.
Several libraries have made compromise solutions. One is to split
the holdings and put informal satellite collections in housing or recreational areas. Control is maintained over a small part of the collection, usually that used in support of the educational program. At
Attica, inmate librarians are in charge of these cell block recreational
libraries and rotate materials on a simple exchange basis.
In other institutions special interest collections are turned over
to ethnic groups or special interest groups for group supervision. These
are usually highly desired materials and the practice assures them wider
circulation than if they were privately confiscated.

A common practice in juvenile institutions, and in some adult institutions, has been the abandonment of materials control as a desirable
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goal.

Uncataloged collections of paperbacks and periodicals are provided and replaced as needed.
Staff members were more satisfied with
this technique than were residents.
It was impossible to locate desir
able materials which often did not circulate at all but found their way
to a variety of uses, i.e. propping open windows or raising the end of
a mattress.
Sweeps of cell and dormitory areas were made periodically
to refill library shelves and start over.
No resident in any institution expressed satisfaction with this unstructured approach to service.
There was much frustration among readers, indifference and vandalism
among non-readers. The sweeps were resented by all, including the
correctional personnel assigned to the duty.

L

LIBRARY PROGRAMS

The emphasis on library activities and programs more than any
other factor illustrates the broadening concept of contemporary library
s,
'vice.
If the library needs of institutionalized persons are to be
met, the concept of the library as a focal point for the circulation of
print materials must be discarded.
Instead, the library is more accurately
a point of access to an unlimited reservoir of information and ideas to
which print provides one metho of entry. Within a correctional institution, where the average educational level is less than eighth grade
and where a large proporation of the population is not print-oriented,
various methods of entry must be provided. It is equally important to
provide motivation to use library resources. Library programs respond
to these needs.
The importance correctional librarians place upon programming was
reiterated in a group discussion at the 1973 ACA Congress. The Topic
under discussion was to establish the essentials of institutional library
service.
It was agreed that top priority should be given to qualified
personnel.
Second to sufficient, well-located space which would allow
program activity; and third, to adequate collections.
As teaching methods evolve which place increased emphasis upon
individualized instruction, ideal settings to facilitate teaching and
library service became more similar.
But the functions of librarian
and teacher within that setting, although closely allied and demanding
cooperation, are distinct. The librarian does not teach; his function
is to provide access, not only to the materials at hand, but through
his knowledge of sources, to a wide range of current information, and to
the collected intellectual heritage of mankind.
The greatest overlap in the function of the teacher and the librarian lies in their common need to motivate a mutual clientele. The
best library programs seen were developed cooperatively by the library
and teaching staff.

At Purdy Treatment Center for Women the librarian worked with the
Director of Education, and the Junior League from nearby Tacoma, to develop
a series of poetry writing workshops.
Video-taped recordings were made
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These were than used for group disof women reading their own poetry.
cussion and evaluation. A faculty member from a nearby college served
as Director.
Enthusiam among the women was high. Creative writing
classes are sponsored by the library at Folsom Prison which bring in
successful writers from outside. Through the program, several inmate
authors have achieved recognition in national publications.

The use of resource people as a source of information, or to provide a role model, has been done frequently, especially in juvenile inIn adult institutions this has been done most often in a
stitutions.
structured workshop format which focused on the use of newly acquired
legal materials.
Library sponsored discussion groups, which range from Great Books
to contemporary social problems, have frequently brought in volunteer
participants from the outside.
It would be useful if community libraries
had similar groups in which inmates preparing for release could partiThese groups could also provide middle ground for newly recipate.
leased persons who find adjustment to the outside community difficult.

Some library discussion groups have been formalized to give college
credit for courses in sociology.
Such a course as been developed by
Val Clear in the Department of Sociology and Social Work at Anderson
College, Indiana, and has been used successfully in Indiana correctional
The librarian assembles fictional materials of high interinstititions.
The instructor direcLs
est which illuminate the issues under study.
group discussions which probe, analyze, and reinforce the learning
experience.
Few libraries visited provided orientation programs for new inWith the exception of the Federal Bureau of Prisons and an outstanding basic eduation program seen at the Sierra Conservation Center
in California, little was being done toward the production of audiovisual materials. A program at Cascadia Reception and Diagnostic Center
in Tacoma incorporated both activities Wards wrote, directed, and produced a video taped orientation film for the institution. The value of
the personal insights developed during the creation of the film cannot
be measured, but the contribution those insights made to the orientation
film is obvious.

mates.

This film making project gave evidence also of the impact programs
have on user satisfaction. Library service :it Cascadia is provided by
Pierce County Library. A librarian and an assistant rotate materials
through satellite collections located in three separate dormitories.
Although staff, services and materials were the same for each unit, only
orientation film. The
one of the units participtud
enthusiasm and pride that the wards felt in creating the film favorably
colored their evaluation of the total library operation and of the institution itself.
Bibliotherapy programs have established the usefulness of the
Under the guidance
library as a tool for psychologists and social workers.
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of group therapists, discussions of fictional materials dealing with
emotional problems or behavior patterns provide a non-threatening
approach to an t'nderstanding of self. The librarian must work closely
with the therapist to select appropriate materials.
A study of the effectiveness of bibliotherapy on attitudinal
change was made by Dr. Lesta Norris Burt at the Wisconsin Institute for
Women at Taycheedah. Two groups of inmates were given attitudinal tests
at the beginning of the study.
Both groups met over a period of six
weeks to discuss the same assigned reading materials.
One group met
with a bibliotherapist and discussed fictional characters and situations
as they related to the lives and experiences of the participants. The
control group believed it was a selections committee for the library and
discussed their reading objectively. At the end of the six week period,
a second series of tests revealed that a significant difference in attitude: had taken place which could be attributed to the bibliotherapy
experience. A text of this scope is not conclusive, but does indicate
a potential which should be explored.

M.

SPACE UTILIZATION

Few libraries, even those in modern facilities, provided adequate
or appropriately designed space.
Many institutions built before World
War II did not incorporate library areas in architectural plans.
Space
has often been carved out from areas intended for other functions. More
modern plants frequently have a library room which is well located, but
not convenient for library use. Sufficient electrical outlets for audiovisual equipment, work space, and separate areas for quiet study and for
group activities are lacking.
Little thought was given to actual library
use.
It is apparent that architectural design stemmed from the "book
filled room" concept of library function. One example of poor planning
is a recently completed recreational building where the library was
located below the gym. Inmate clerks reported that the noise of basket
ball games and sports events hampered the library use as a study area.
Conflicting needs within an institutional library complicate space
organi7ltion. A large proportion of the inmate population is young and
from minority group cultures. A quiet, studious library atmosphere is
foreign and intimidating to many inmates; they need an easy, informal
environment where they can enjoy relaxed conversation. On the other hand,
the library as a place of quiet is highly prized.
The noise level within an institution is extremely high. Gates clang, sounds reverberate,
and there is much shouting.
The library is seen as a sanctuary from
noise.
These conflicting needs exist in some degree in all libraries;
but within the narrow confines of a prison, pressures are exaggerated.
Wien we add to this the need for security and surveillance, the difficulties of spatial arrangement mount. The creation of satellite libraries
of informally cir.ulated recreational materials in housing area-, often
leaves the central library free for study and such quiet activities as
chess games or for listening to records of tapes through headphones.
Few libraries seen had planned space for individual use of audio-visual
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The Federal Bureau of
equipment and for small group viewing of films.
Prison institutions has set an example in organizing space for audiovisual equipment. The learning centers at the federal institution at
Lompoc and the Robert Kennedy Center at Morgantown were well designed.
Few institutions had space for comfortable lounge chairs and tables and chairs for study. Space was frequently cramped and overcrowded.
At a juvenile institution in Arizona, the library enjoyed such space and
comforra'le furnishings. The library floor was carpeted and a lounge
area furnished with large plastic bean bag chairs which were greatly
appreciated by the wards. A change in administration reassigned the
space and furnishings to serve as a visitors and inmates lounge. Administrators hoped that this activity could be coordinated with library use.
Librarians foresaw many problems, such as the control of materials, and
provision of study space.
Many libraries seen did not have adequate shelf space to accommodate materials.
A concern was frequently expressed that shelving in the
center of the library would present security problems, but several libraries were seen where center shelving had been used without apparent
harm.
In the libraries at Folsom, San Quentin, and the new library at
Auburn, all in maximum se:urity institutions, low shelves were used in
the center of
library. Most libraries seen, however, were in need
of weeding out of L.Id materials rather than increased shelf space.

e materials were housed in separIn most libraries, legal refer
invariably referred to as a
ate rooms adjacent to the library pr
,
be very satisfactory, as this
"writ room." This arrangement seemet
allowed the librarian to give supervision to the inmate clerks in charge
of the writ room while overseeing the operation of the general library.
Inadequate lighting in the library, cell block, and dormitory
areas was a factor which librarians saw frequently as a barrier to the
success of library programs.
In older institutions, cell lighting was
frequently poor. Where two men shared a cell, the man in the lower bunk
was often unable to read.
In many modern facilities, lighting was provided in the central library which was uniform with that in other areas
of the institution, but which was insufficient for library use. The most
successful libraries seen had made great effort to make the room an inviting place that provides a restful, enriching experience and an escape from the bleakness of the institution. The librarian at the state
prison at Moundsville, West Virginia, invested part of his budgot in wallto-wall carpeting. With a collection still yet to be built, his judgement was questioned at first; but the reaction of the men was so favorable
that the state library brought a second carpet for the library at
Huttonsville.
A very large factor in the in,tsually heavy use of the library at
Raiford is attributes by staff and intr. Ites alike to its pleasant atmosphere.
The librarian wrote to arc schools and galleries in surrounding
states requesting sculptured pieces, paintings, and prints to fill bare
wall spaces.
Paintings and other inmate art works are periodically
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displayed.
Growing plants fill corners and shelf tops. There is a large
aquarium of tropical fish, and in one corner of the large room, a fountain
has been built by volunteered inmate labor and with materials donated by
a local building supply firm. A penny for making a wish has been provided.
It is chained to the fountain, to be sure; but within the frame of ironic,
prison humor, it gets heavy use, and many a man has stopped to haul the
penny up and make his wish.

The components of "atmosphere" are difficult to define.
Viaible
objects can be cataloged, but a more important factor may be the prevailing impulse, the attitude of mind of which the objects are simply
In any case, an object which does much to convey the
a manifestation, .
atmosphere of the library at Raiford is a large refrigerator which
stands in the center of the room near the check-out station.
The librarian described how it came to be there.
"I wrote a letter to the
refrigerator people and told them that s of this time we had no air
conditioning and in the summer months it gets real hot in the library,
and the inmates had no way to get ice. Whirlpcol thought it a sound
enought request and sent a refrigerator. During the summer months we
make ice continuously for the inmates to take to their cells or whatever.
There are people in businesses and companies throughout this nation who
are more than willing to help if they just had some direction; what we
try to do is provide that direction."

N.

FUNDING

:a institutions had evaluated the library needs of their clientele; nor had they planned a balanced collection, established priorities,
Where this
objectives, a timetable and budget for meeting these needs.
had been done, services generally had been contracted with an outside
A reason for this may be that the formulation of the contract
library.
secured funds for library use.
r'

In library programs developed independently by the institution,
funds tended to be insufficient and uncertain, and were frequently diverted to other uses. In most instances, library funds were channeled
iuough larger departments of education or recreation and were subject
to priorities established by persons whose primary interest was not
In New York State during the fiscal year 1971-72, the
libraries.
Department set aside twenty-five dollars per inmate to be used in such
At the
avocational programs as sports, music, crafts, and the library.
end of the budgetary period, few institutions had channeled any of the
avocational fund into the library. In the following year, eight dollars
of the twenty-five was earmarked for library development.
The need for sufficient and 'lependable funding was a problem frequently cited by staff and administrators. All conceded that libraries
could potentially contribute more to the welfare cc the inmates than they
do at the present time; but within the institution, the pressure of competing needs made acquisition of additional funds unlikely.

Librarians in communities and state libraries expressed concern
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for the library needs of institutionalized citizens, but were compelled
to respond first to those groups which were more vocal and skillful in
In many states the
making their needs known to governmental agencies.
most secure source of funding was through ESEA and LSCA. The future
availability of these funds Is now uncertain. In 1973 Congress renewed
the funding for Library Service and Construction Act for an additional
five year period, but an executl'ie oraer from the President impounded
LSCA funds.
Libraries were to compete at local level for revenue sharing
funds that were returned to local governments from Federal income.
Several states have b,:lught suit against the Federal government to release T.JSCA funds to state libraries; others have increased state allocation to libraries to compensate for the loss of funds.
The impact of this loss of funds wa3 discussed in telephone
conversations between members of the ILR staff and the State Library
Consultants of various states; information gained from these discussions
is reported in Volume III., Current Practices in Correctional Library
Those states which made the healthiest reServices: State Profiles.
covery from the loss of these federal funds were those which used federal
monies judiciously as seed money to establish permanent gains or to stimulate local funding. States with a high degree of cooperation between
the state library and Department of Corrections were able to make a
joint presentation to legislative budget committees and reinforce one
another in requesting additional funds for correctional library services.
The concern for these problems can best be expressed by those most closely
A New York State library administrator stated:
involved.

There are not enough people who see it as a priority, who
have a reason to address their legislators on this subject.
It cannot be done by librarians themselves; they are too
few, too low in profile, and the users themselves are behind
bars... It is a matter of getting allies everywhere and bringThis I see as the
ing them together that hasn't been done.
problem.

A California administrator said:

hope you will point our very vividly that
In your study
there are many things that can be done ... and we certainly
need them, but there had to be some outside help and additional
resources - they could be private agencies, the Federal
Government or other sources, but I see little likelihood
of our department being able to achieve these things.
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III.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The broad scope of this study has provided a perspective from
which consistent patterns, relationships, and underlying causes of library problems could be viewed. Because of this, the recommendations
presented here go beyond the usual range of recommendations for library
development to a) encompass issues of community responsibility, cooperation between libraries in correctional institutions and libraries in
the outside world, b) the position of the library and the librarian
within the organizational structure of a correctional agency,
c) and
institutional management techniques as applied to the library. Recommendations represent the views of the author and are directed to the
general public as well as to librarians and correctional administrators.
They are presented to provide a context within which detailed, quantitative criteria and standards of correctional library services can be
developed and, within which practical, realistic planning for viable
library programs can be accomplished.
In general, recommendations are arranged Lo follow from the broadest overall issues of planning, funding, and community support to more
specific issues of staffing, operational policies, and collection development.

A.

PLANNING
1.

Coordinated long range planning should be done for correctional
librqry development.

Plans should be developed cooperatively by state libraries and
state correctional agencies to ensure the integration of institutional
library planning into statewide plans of each involved agency. Where
state libraries lack authority for overall planning, correctional agencies shouli work with public, academic and law libraries to develop plans.
Library development planning for institutions in the Federal Bureau of
Prisons should be centrally coordinated within the Bureau and coordinated
with the plans of state and local library agencies in each state in which
federal institutions are located.
2.

Immediate plans should be specific, quantitative and scheduled.

Plans should establish a secure source of funding; short and long
term objectives; numerical targets; a time table for their accomplishment; a system of inspection, reporting, and evaluation in terms of
meeting objectives; and periodic accounting to ensure compliance.
3.

Specialists in library planning should serve as consultants to
architects through all phases of design development for corri2ctional institutions.
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Central library facilities should be planned to provide access
from both classrooms and housing areas; sufficient daylight and artificial lighting; space for group activities and for individual study.
Space and sufficient electrical outlets and power for audio visual equipment should be provided. Adequate storage space for supplies and equipment and work space for technical processing and book binding are needed.
Access to drinking fountains and toilet facilities, comfortable, attactive furnishings, and a pleasant atmosphere are also essential. Design
of the total institution shoula accommodate the transport of book carts
and audio-visual equipment within the institution and frequent deliveries
from outside. 111 areas of the institution should be considered in relation to their optimum use of audio-visual equipment and print materials.
Arpropriate space for their use and storage, electrical outlets, and
sufficient light should be provided wherever needed.

B.

FUNDING
1.

Funding for ongoing, operations should be provided by local
sources.

Local funds should be used for basic operations and federal funds
to provide seed money for program development.
2.

Re:ognition should be made of the library and information
needs of institutionalized citizens as well as of those in
the free community.

State aid to libraries is calculated on a per capita basis and
should benefit all state citizens. Federally funded services to the
disadvantaged should be extended to the disadvantaged in correctional
institutions.

C.

INTERACTION WITH THE COMMUNITY
1.

Correctional libraries should expand services to provide
practical, current information which assist inmates in successfully reentering the community.

New levels of cooperation and communication with outside libraries
and with other correctional libraries are needed to achieve this inforMethods used to gather and disseminate information should
mation flow.
include correspondence and telephone communication with original sources
of information and other libraries; the development of newspaper clipping
Inmates should
files; and all available means of inhouse communication.
he taught how to use community information resources as preparation for
reentry.
2.

Public, school, and academic libraries should recognize *:heir
responsibility to develop new methods of gathering and sharing
reentry information.
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Information on community resources, job markets, educational and
vocational training opportunities, government programs and agencies,
laws concerning the protection of consumer, tenant, employee, or individual rights should be kept current and made available to released inmates and those in correctional institutions preparing for release.
3.

Educational institutions, private foundations, community service organizations, labor unions, and government agencies
should recognize their value as source of reentry information
and include public and institutional libraries on their mailing lists.

As libraries and information sources have cooperated to fill the
information needs of business and professional groups, so they should
meet the urgent and equally valid information needs of the disadvantaged,
inL'tding released inmates from correctional institutions and those preparing for release.
4.

Libraries in correctional institutions should be included in
cooperative interlibrary-loan networks.

Inmate interests are too broad to be covered by on-site collections,
especially in technical fields. Many institutional holdings would make
a valuable contribution to network resources.
These include obscure or
out of print publications, research reports, in-house documents and original curricular niaterials for educational programs for illiterate adults.
5.

Library services for correctional institutions should be augmented or provided under contract with community or state
libraries.

Outside established libraries can provide a range and quality of
materials and services which cannot be duplicated in an independent
operation. The preferred method is to establish a branch library within institutions.
6.

In contractual arrangements, correctional personnel should participate in decisions affecting the library program.

Correctional administrators should participate with outside library administrators in the selection of staff, collection development,
program planning, and the development of security procedures.

D.

THE ORGANIZATION OF INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT
1

Library advisory committees composed of inmates and staff
should be established at each institution.

The committee should represent the total institution; library
user,, non-users, staff, and line personnel.
It should participate in
planning, problem solving, and in decisions concerning library policies,
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collections, and programs.
2.

An advisory council for institutional libraries including
those in hospital, charitable, and correctional institutions
should be formed at state level composed of representatives
of participating agencies, the state library, and state government.

Such a council could expedite library development and library network development and could present a united front in approaching legislative committees to seek support for improved institutional library
services.
3.

Concerned outside citizens,
public should band together
correctional administrators
improve library services to

both professionals and the general
to form a cadre of support for
and librarians as they seek to
confined persons.

Such groups as Friends of Libraries have played an important part
in the development, maintenance, and improvement of public library services.
There is a need for similar groups to work for the improvement
of libraries in correctional institutions.

E.

STAFFING
1.

A professional librarian should serve as agency wide coordinator of library programs within each correctional agency.

The coordinator's responsibilities should include long range
planning, budget preparation, and the coordination and development of
all library programs for inmates and institutional staff. He should
serve as consultant to staff training officers and directors of educaHe should
tion and should develop library support for their program.
be responsible for training programs for librarians, para-professionals,
He should serve as liaison with outside
and inmate library clerks.
libraries and community organizations and should represent the interests
of the correctional agency in contractual library arrangements.
2.

Professional librarians should serve as administrators of
institutional library programs.

Librarians should supervise total library operations in each institution where proximity allows, one librarian can supervise programs
in more than one small institution. Librarians should have sufficient
para-professional and clerical help to carry out all library operations
and should be responsible for the supervision and training of their
Librarians' responsibilities should include the development and
staff.
supervision of all library services for staff and inmates, the selection
and supervision of printed and audio-visual equipment and materials for
the institution, and participation in institutional program and budget
planning. Librarians should develop cooperative tics with outside
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libraries and establish open avenues of communication with institutional
staff, inmate clientele, and outside resources to develop up-to-date,
appropriate, and appealing collections. Librarians should be provided
with opportunities for personal professional growth through participation
in job related conferences, work shops, and extension courses.
3.

Paraprofessionals should be hired to carry out the daily operation of library programs.

Personnel should be sought with the necessary qualifications and
experience in institutional library work or in public library outreach
programs to disadvantaged populations. Special effort should be made
to recruit minority group and Spanish speaking personnel. Former inmate library clerks should be allowed to compete on an even basis with
others for para-professional positions.
4.

Opportunities for para-professionals to advance in grade and
salary should be provided.

A career ladder can be built through training opportunities and
through transfer to larger more complex institutions. Inexperienced
personnel would not then be assigned to difficult maximum security institutions.
5.

Positions of inmate library clerk and inmate law library clerk
should be developed as a job training and educational activity.

Both types of inmate library clerk should be allowed to earn college credits for their work in the library.
They should have the opportunity to participate in institutional educational programs or study
release programs.
6.

Continuing job related educational opportunities should be
provided for the staff of correctional institution libraries.

Correctional agencies, state libraries, professional associations,
university extension services, and library schools should cooperate to
provide these opportunities. Outstanding staff should be assisted to
earn a graduate degree in librarianship or related area.

7.

Outside volunteers should be used wherever possible to augment
library services.

Volunteers should be used to supplement professional staff.
Institutions which most often receive the poorest library service are men's
minimum security, women's and juvenile institutions and are those in
which the use of volunteers would be the most appropriate.

F.

POLICIES
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1.

Library service should be predicated upon the individual's
right granted under the first ammendment of the Constitution
to read and have access to all information and all points of
view.

A violation of these rights can be justified in only the most limited, identifiable situations of extreme urgency.
2.

A statement of overall library policy should be developed
jointly be librarians and admimistrators and prominently displayed.

The statement should be based upon the Library Bill of Rights,
should include short and long term goals, collection development policy,
and library procedure.
3.

Each correctional agency and each institution should develop
and publicize a clearly articulated statement of censorship
policy.

This statement should not be general but specific and precisely
define which materials are not acceptable and why, the person or group
with authority for rejecting materials, and an avenue of appeal to
challenge decisions. The statement should be agreed upon by administration and librarians and should be available to inmates and staff.
4.

The personal purchase of reading material by inmates should
be encouraged and facilitated.

Restrictions against foreign language periodicals and the purchase
of materials from local commercial outlets should be lifted. Rules
requiring percent-of-purchase "donations" to inmate welfare funds should
Spot checking for contraband and censorship violations
be discontinued.
should be substituted for the handscreening of all materials received.
5.

Clientele should be closely involved in planning library collections, servicesi and programs.

All possible techniques should be used to encourage participation,
including suggestion boxes, questionnaires, advisory committees, frequent informal conferences and open communications with library users,
non-users, inmates, and staff.
6.

High priority should be given to meeting the acute library
and information needs of those confined in isolation and se&ration.

A staff person with security clearance should be assigned to rotate materials through cell area satellite collections, to provide reference and reader guidance service, and to serve as courier. Total
resources of the central library within the institution and of interlibrary-loan services should be available to isolated inmates.
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7.

High priority should be given to the library and information
needs of the institutional staff.

Library support for staff development programs should provide
both resources for individual research and audio-visual and print materials for class presentation. Increased support for the institutional
staff in the day to day operation of the institution should be developed,
including those which could foster an understanding of inmate psychology.
Access to on-site and departmental holdings of professional materials
should be provided by cataloging and the preparation of master files.
Access to and instruction in utilizing national education and criminal
justice information clearing houses should be provided.
8.

All necessary methods of delivery should be utilized toprovide maximum service to inmates and staff in all areas of
the institution.

Central library services within the institution should be supplemented with satellite collections in special areas, i.e., paperback
recreational collections in housing areas and specialized collections
in administrative offices, staff rooms, class rooms, and shop areas,
Copying services should be proand legal collections in writ rooms.
vided to allow more flexible use of materials and to expand access.
Courier services within the institution and mail order services from
outside should be utilized. Greater use of bookmobiles should be made
to serve subsidiary facilities.
9.

Access to library services should be extended through classroom, evening, and weekend hours.

Sufficient paraprofessional staff should be employed to provide
adequate access to the central library within the institution and to
outside library resources.
10.

A handbook of library procedure should be developed for the
use of inmate library clerks and volunteers.

The standardizing of procedures would simplify training of staff
and would permit increasing levels of correctional library efficiency
and cooperation.

G.

MATERIALS
1.

An adequate selection of current acquisition tools should be
available to inmates and staff.

These should cover current and past publications with reviews,
evaluation.-;, prices, and sources for a bt'ad range of materials. They
should .oe available to inmates and staff for collection development and
the per:,onal purchase of material.
2.

Emphasis should be placed upon the acquisitions and use of
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audio-visuals in correctional libraries.

The purchase of equipment and hardware should be coordinated so
that software can be shared. Pools of audio-visual software should be
established in each correctional agency and a master file of total holdings provided each institution.
3.

A broad range of materials should be provided for adult beginning readers.

Publishers should be alerted to the acute need for appropriate
materials. Librarians should develop better methods for evaluating and
sharing information concerning such material.
4.

Legal reference materials should be provided in accord with
recommendations of the American Association of Law Libraries
and the American Correctional Association.

In addition to an adequate range of materials, court reports
should be provided with sufficient chronological depth and with current
information on reversals and modifications of earlier decisions.
5.

Instruction and assistance in the use of legal reference materials for both inmates and library staff should be provided.

supervision should be proUork
:raining ::rcrams, 0,
Oifices, Bar Associations or state law livided by A::orizfj
braries. A handbook on the use of legal reference materials should be
developed for the use of librarians untrained in law library service and
for inmate library clerks.
6.

More appropriate and more economical methods of providing le
110 reference information to inmates should be found.

Telecommunication, photocopying, microforms, and translation to
simple, layman's language are techniques which have potential for meeting these massive information needs.
7.

Photocopying machines should be made available as a means of
expanding access to legal reference materials and as a protection for them.

Their use in correctional and public libraries has greatly reduced
loss and damage rates for heavily used materiils.

H.

ACCREDITACTON
1.

An accreditaLlo:;
shuu..ci :De established for lib'..aries
in ,.(,-rectio:;a1 institutions.

The Accreditation Commission of the American Correctional
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Association has recently been established and funded.
The present ACA
Manual of Correctional Standards is being revised to serve as an accreditation instrument. Accreditation criteria will establish quantitative
targets, will strengthen incentives for library development, and will
increase the accountability of departments of corrections for the quality of library services provided.
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AGENCIES AND INSTITUTIONS VISITED

Department of Corrections, Phoenix
Library Extension Services, Arizona State Library, Phoenix
State Prison, Florence
Jt.ite Industrial School for Boys, Fort Grant
Safford Conservation Camp, Safford

tli
Deptment of Corrections, Sacramento
De2artment of the Youth Authority, Sacramento
tat ' Library, Sacramen:;o

State Prison at San Quentin
...ate Prison at Folsom
:alifernia institution for Men, Chino
:)euel Vocational InstitutioL, Tracy
California. Medical Facility, Vacaville
Si,2ra Conservation Center, Jamestown
Institution for Women
i:elles School for Boys, Whittier
-luiluos School, Santa Rosa
,i'lose School for Boys, Stockton
Karl H'plton School for Boys, Stockton

f 2'orrections, Hartford
State Ap;encies and Institutions, State Library, Hartford
:nstitution for Women, Niantic

Institun, Cheshire
Hr..ocnal Institutim Enfield
Correctional 'Center, Brooklyn
Scno,A for
Middletown

L-nq.

rre.!C

H,vision

:notituion, Somers

orectiuns, Tallahassee
:7crvices, Tallahassee
-f _iorary iervices, Department of State, Tallahassee
Avc,n Park

ion, Loweil

Y:
n

iri:
:ris;n, :4.trke
,enter, Trenton
.ow.h

cleorL-ia
State li,lard of correctiono, Atlanta
Department of Family and Children Serviceo,

Division for Children and Youth, Atlanta
Public Library Service, State Department of Education, Atlanta
Georgia Industrial Institute, Alto
Rehabilitation Center for Women, Hardwick
Georgia State Ri.ison, Reidsville
Youth Development Center, Milledgeville
Illinois

Departm-nt of Corrections, Adult Divison, Springfield
Department of Corrections, Juvenile Division, Springfield
State Iiibrary, Springfield
iiiin,is State Penitentiary, Stateville
Illinois :)tat? Penitentiary, Menard

n Psychiatric Divisxi, Menard
SIate Reformatory f'or Women, :.wight

Iiiihis iniustrial School for Boys, Sheridan
School for Gir15, Geneva
Illinois State Tr.Lin'
Valley View Sel-Ji fc..

Boy.:, St. Charles

!:...!!tana

-.)erartment of Institutions, Helena
.1(Intna S..at.e Library, Helena

Mnfain View S( hool, Helena
Swan River Youth Forest Camp, Swan Lake
c,ana .tnte
..)eor
Y-rk
1,f ''orr-cf.i.-)n:1, Albany

Y,,uth, Albany

Library, Albany

Y.u..e

Yorrctional Facility, Attica
F:wility, Auburn
q,u! i*wi;;fy,
H:: sfrial

ral

Aul-urn
uf.h

ot' Soc.ial and Health Services, nlympia

Service.1, !)efoar'..mnt

-iympia
R-i-wmatory,
n4 i ar,y
i

ins

!

Wa 1 I a Wa I
The i

1't

t,(;;1
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Purdy Treatment Center for Women, Gig Harbor
Cascadia Juvenile Reception - Diagnostic Center, Tacoma
. _ .

.

West. Virz,i!lia

Department. of Public Institutions, Divison of Correction, Charleston
West Virginia Library Commission, Charleston
West Virginia Industrial School for hoys, Grafton
Medium Security Prison, Huttonsville
:State Prison for for Women, Pence Springs
State Penitentiary, Moundsville

Federal Bureau of Prisons
Central Offices, Federal Bureau of Prisons, Washington, D.C.
United States Penitentiary, Atlanta, Ga.
United States Penitentiary, McNeil Island, Steilacoom, Wash.
Unit.?ci StRtes Penitentiary, Marion, Ill.

Ftmeral heformatory for Women, Alderson
Robert Kennedy Youth Center, Morgantown, W.V.
-deral Correctional Institution, Danbury, Ct.
FeJeral Correctional Institution, Terminal Island, lAs Angeles. Calif.
Federal Correctional Instituton, Lompoc, Ca.
Feieral Detention Headquarters, New York, N.Y.
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SUMMARY OF COURT DECISIONS RELATING TO THE PROVISION
OF LIBRARY SERVICES IN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS
by tvfarjorie Le Donne

Institute of Library Research,
University of California,
Berkeley, California
February I()73

II. The Role of Librarians and the
Library Profession in These Matters

1...duation.
Bureau ni Library Resources
Washington. 1).C.
U.S. 0 Wee

Because every aspect of a library operation in a
correctional institution can touch upon controversial

issues of censorship, inmate rights, access to the
courts, etc., librarians and administrators responsible
for developing library policies should be aware of the

1111t0(Itirtlyti

Court decisions compiled in this summitry comprise
a growing bodo. , of ease law concerned with the
provision of library services to the inmates of correctional institutions. The compilation is aii outgrowth of
a bibliographic scorch done in support of a Survey of
Library and Information Problems of Correctional Institutions which has been undertaken by the Institute
of Library Research of the University of California at

guarantees and the constraints which have been
established by case law.

As a professional group, librarians has.e further
need to be familiar with this body of law. l!nder our
form of government we are not responsible "to- the
law, but responsible "for- it. Librarians should

recognize their responsibility to participate in the
shaping of law within their area of professional concern. In several decisions, it would seem that the court
was unfamiliar with library techniques or procedures
which could provide alternative solutions to present
restrictive regulations. In others, an understanding
seems to be lacking of the level of library service that
is needed to adequately meet inmate library and information needs in relation to first amendment rights.

Berkeley under a grant from the U.S. Office of
hint:anon. Bureau of Librariei. and Learning Resources.

\lost of the il,..cisions listed deaf directly with
id,rar concerns: ,'fliers ith closely related issues,
such as the possession or sharing of personally owned

books and periodieals or the purchase of published
naterials through the mail.
Most

of the

opinions are

federal

Librarians should be alert to such problems and

court in-

willing to serve as expert witnesses or as friends of the
court.

terpretations of Constitutional rights: their influence
extends to cwt.\ correetional institutitm in the United
States and will continue to do so unles reversed by a
decision of:, higher court.

III ',edtch Pio( Mute

Others have varying degrees of applicability de-

The search for citations was approached from
several directions. All promising subject headings

pending upon the particular circumstances of the case

and the basis of Isk upon which they rest. Those

trout Subject Headings ,/Or the Literature of the Law
and International Law by Werner B. Ellinger were

based on tate 1;tw rather than federal svoul not carry
a mandate outside the state of orivin. All the
decisions. );o oei.. have great persuasiveness
wherever similar issues are to he decided. For example. In re Harrell.
CAL 3d b-5(19-7(1) from the
Calitornia State Supreme Court and In re / ittre/L No.
-S".). 'San i.dis Obispo County. Ca. Sup. Ct.) trom a
county superior court. and both based on California
law. hate been quoted frequently and have influenced

pursued through all court digests published since
19N). Subject headings used were:

'

("ensorship
I:titivation of Prisoners

Penal Institutions

Intelleouai Freedom
I ibrariesCensorship
Libraries Lim and

Political Prisoners
Prisoners
Prisons
Prohibited Hooks

Legislation

correctional administrative polio as well as later
court decisions far beyond the boundaries of the legal

Penology

Because interest in this aspect of library service is
recent, subject headings which would lead directly to
pertinent decisions have not yet evolved to a satisfactory degree, and this approach was not productive.
Search techniques then shifted to current journal

jurisdiction involved. Many of these opinions are
recognised by attorneys as landmark decisions, yet
the are be known in relation to other issues, such as
equal access to the courts or freedom of religion.
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and review articles on prisoners' rights and prisoner
litigation. Promising (Thu! eis and cases cited were

California Reporter
CalitOrnia Reports 3r,l Series
Federal Reporter 2nd Series
Federal Supplement
Pacific Reporter 2nd Sf'ri.s
Prison Law Reporter
United States Reports

Shepardized hack to 1960. Adt eases cited by Shepurds

Citations were examined and promising leads also
Shepardized. It was found. however, that few lines of
cases had developed which focused on the problems of
libraries in correctional
.xa\ the pursuit of all
anproacb
The
-r :.00tnotcs of the original
decisions ci!oti in !1i
cases found. flies. w cr.. read in Ihtir entirety and

United

Prison L. Rptr.
U.S.

Court

decisions

are

sources which were not eitc4 in this document arc: (1)

The Supreme Court Reporter (S. CU and (2) The
United States Supreme Court Reports (Law.yers

reasoning hod been ciiverted lei uere)ated issues. This
clumsy technique proved to he the most productive. It
;'r, roneerns were discussed.
was founci that 'there
the were often oecrshail..,%ed by inure urgent issues
of adequate food. wartntl.. f.nd medical care. Library
aspects of the Jeci,ions were hidden and their potential influence upon library development was lost.

Edition) abbreviated L. Ed. or L. Ed. 2e1.

Decisions of the U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeal are
in The Federal Reporter. 2nd Series. Most decisions of

the U.S. District Courts are in the Federal Supplement.
Regional reporters contain the decisions of Courts
of Appeal and State Supreme Courts within

This summary doe; not comprise an exhaustive
compilation, but for practical purposes. it does
represent current case law in this area of interest.
That some important decisions may still be unknown
MCGratif 69 Civ.
to its aeknuMedvetl. .N;:aA ;Jr
44931.5.1).N.Y.) is an imnoriar.! decision oa censorship out of the l'e.letel Southern District Court of
New York with great potential influence, vet it was not
selected for publication in Federal Reports. Except for
a reference to it by one of the participating attorneys
in a law review article, it would have been lost completely.'

designated geographical areas. In any given area,
decisions from neighboring states carry more weight
than those from a distant one.
Decisions of lower courts are not usually included in
the reporting system.
Components of citations are arranged as follows:
(a) (b) (c)
Cruz v. Beta,

(e)

(t)

2(1, 801. (N.T.D.C., 1971).

a. Litigants
h. Volume numSer
c. Publication
d. Page number

!V Ptirpow, arid

e. Issuing Court
I'. Date of decirion

I ';

I 1r

Supreme

F. Supp.
P. 2d

published in United Siates Reports. Two additional

t'!tither until lines of

prom !snit:

States

Cal. Rpir.
Cal. 3d
F. 2d

Unpublished decisions and those emerging from
lower courts are identified by a number assigned by
he clerk of the court.

1 he purpose of thi!, document is to provide a quick
review and to serve aN an aecess fool to an otherwise
obscure hod of in tormation. Its use should not be ex-

tended beyond its purpose. These abstracts cannot
serve as interpretati.ms nor can a compilations of
decisions such as this pretend to have developed a

ACCESS TO LEGAL
REFERENCE MATERIALS

N alit line of reason in tz.

The decisions hav;: been organized alphabetically
by topic. Where stibi:!; hco.ilingN provided by the

1. Batehe/der v. Geary. No. C-71-2017 R FP (N.D. Cal.
April lb. 1973).

Library 01 Congress and I.1fluger were not sufficiently
on point, new headings wore created. Several decisions
library-oriented issue:
touched upon more th;oi
these were listed under each anpropriate heading.

The court held that the provisions of Gilmore v.
Lynch are applicable not only to state prisons but to
county jails as well, and ordered the sheriff to supply

Most citations leed dirco tIv ro lcdei al and state
reports. In some recent :)('(;slops it was necessary to
give other sources. With the exception of Shaker. all
can be found in published ,ources.
Publii:at ions cited are listed below with ab-

and maintain a law library which duplicates that
required for state institutions.
2. Cruz v. Reto. 445 F. 2d 801 (C.A. Tex. 1971).

Prison regulations limiting inmate access to personally owned and to state furnished law books to two
hours a day and six days a week did not deny inmates
adequate access to the courts.
3. Cruz v. Hauck. 34 F. Stipp. 189 (D.C. Tex. 1972).
The right of access to 1.val referenve materials extends to sentenced inmates of county jails as well as to

breviations:
.a//ifa-nia

ppellat,

Re:). in s

(',11. Apt'. 3d

.Sers
I

%voltam

1/mow-4

ir 1

,, 2.? .r1 if:ch

tlitained 11% %t wing to :he. clf..k of the f

the Ride tit I am. in Primiii."
Full text ot this tipinion mat; he

Ditrict ( ttirt lit

inmates in long-term state and federal institutions.

Neu 1-ur k oto,oN Ice (.1 ',Ocents a oae,. will he cimued.
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reasonable. To deny an inmate the use of the law

Where access can he pros ided to outside sources of
legal research materials. a law library is not required
within the institutiaa itself.

library while confined to isolation for two weeks does
not deny reasonable access to the courts.
12.1n re Schoengarth, 425 P 2d 200 (Cal. 1967).

If cell space is insufieient to allow storage of a
reasonable number of peanudiv owned law books,

A prisoner has a right to keep papers in his cell

space should be arovidd in an isolated cell to which
inniatus would have te..ces, at reasonable times and

which pertain directly to a case in progress. but he has

no right to keep an all-purpose, handwritten com-

contrun

undt.r i ca

pendium serving as a substitute for the emo al of law
books from the library.

4. i)ell'at

Pall. 366 F. 2d 682 (('.A. Cal. 196()).
the time and place in
Prison i.eclations v!!.'r,
tei1,11l research and the
Maio !C`
k:
%iolation of civil
olve
prepar.ititn 01
rights priwided thai 111 do ut unreasonably hamper
canris.
inmates in ..laining

t'i'e ,,

FogLit

13. Johnson v. Alldredge, 349 F. S111)1).1230

.1)a.

1972).

Prison regulations which reasonably limit the times.
places. and manner in which prison rs rimy do legal
research and prepare legal papers do not violate constitutional rights.

i:Vh;on. 490 P. 2d4 (1971).

!be Art,,.a .tate Supreme ('out t ruled that where
a student legal aid program I; available to inmates,
access to and the use of 11. bttoks at the prison may

materials, lbrary. aad religious services did not justify

b.: left io the discretion or eaison authorities.

the court's intrusion into matters of itacrnel prison

Ipich,

.1.19

14. Krtst v. Smith. 439 F. 2d. 146 (C.A. Ga. 1971).

Inmate's complaints of a lack of access to legal
administration.
15. Lee r. Stynchcambe. 347 F. Supp. 107o (D.C. Ga.

kopo. 105 (N.[1 Cal,

aft",!. sob nom Youtri!ei. 1. Gilmore. 404 U.S.

1972).

15119-1).

Inmate's
tie::sion of his right of acmaterials is defined
cess to the cam The de. kart vstabli,hes a mandate
libcarY services where
to nriw ide ac., -. to I.,
i:ot
prhidvd.
adc,juate lega' coi!nsel
2d I t ..,.

Where accused waived right to provided counsel in
order to represent himself, the sherill was not
required to provide law hooks and:or ateess to a law.
library.
Neb.
It). McDonnell r. Mill/ 342 P. Stipp. hi() k

A otison rcoalatin torbtOding personally owned
1.1,A bo',, in prison._ rs : :A!, d.. not restrict access to
denied aeCeSti to
;s
he cowls where ihe

A prison regulation restricting to six the number of

:o legai research

n

11/4.Q,11 r..:1;r,'net niatrioi

1972).

inmates in the legal iibrar% at an onc litnc was
reasonable, but a regulation allowing onk seven hours

per week per inmate for legal research was nat. Inmates should he allowed access to the legal library

1;11/4' ....lson

I:. 2(1.

hi lc/

106 ic.A. Pa.

during all free time or recreation periods.
17. Morales v. Schmidt. 340 F. Supp. 544 D.C. Wis.

I 9-1..

i,....sonal lay. lihron in his
iceess to the prison law library.

Prisoner has no nail;
ccl!

I

t

1972).

Federally protected rights of persons serving valid
state sentence include some degree of assistance in the
preparation of legal pleadings and papers and access
to a certain minimum of legal books and materials.
18. Novak v. Beta. 453 F. 2d 661 (C.A. cx. 19711.
The provision of two full-time attorneys and three

khuy, 3(10 F. Supp. 4941 (D.C. Wash.
ktf)q).

resirictive library list .intl a prison ride restricting
inmates with a tun day court
hbrar\
upheld. An average of a regular library
dead:Inc
nth,
,il %isit, a war
flay ,el'!
11
;Iii
inmate
preparing a
..dequale tar
sacs i,ti

senior law students. the preparation of an extensive
legal manual in layman's ianguage, and a writ room
with a small legal library did not proide inmate:, of
the staie with actuate legal counsel and access 10 the

t.teart case.
10.

41)1 F. 'ti 1.'10 iC.A Fla. 19'21.
1 he judgenhAit at a (list ict court to (iismiss an in
it

mate', claim

,fiet,

That

courts to a degree that would

!roastr :0 another institution

against one inmate ,ssisting another with court cases.

dented him adequate aee.bss to law books and was in
relational tor ;)re*.iiiis lingo( ion ,k :is vacated by the
Court at Appeals and an kAidentiary hearing ordered.
11. In

ye .1

//ipm t. NeAnn. 3S9

justify restrictions

19. Sigulio r. Brown. 41(1 F. 211 105 (C.A. ill. 1969).

By confiscating and destroying an inmate's legal
papers. a sheriff deprived him of reasonable access to
the courts and violated the due process clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment.
20. Urbana v. MeCorkle. 334 F. Supp. 161 (1).. N..1.

1'10 193 ert. denied. sub nom.
S. ..4-o119-6).

Prison 1..: Illations prohibitint, an inmate from

takc1 law library books tram a designated place are

19711.
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Prison translers and et nlinements to segregation do
not letie a prisoner adequate access to the courts
where he is not denied the use of personal legal
materials, access to the prison library and the opportunity to confer with counsel.
21. William% r. 11'i/kin.'. 315 F. 2d 3% (C.A. N.V.

1%3).
Where

inmate had periodic access to the prison
law librav%. legal materials could he denied him
during disciplinary segregation.

22. l'uungr

(c) adequate light for reading.
7. Theritnth v. Car/...:an, 339 F. Supp. 375 (D.C. Ga.
1972).

Federal prison officials may make reasonable
regulations as to the circulation of magazines and
newspapers.

William.s v. United States Dept. of Justice. Federal
Bureau 01PriAuns. 433 F. 2d 958 (C.A. Ga. 1970).
A prison regulation prohibiting the use of
typewriters to prepare legal papers is not a denial of
access to the courts.

Gihnur. 404 U.S. 15 (1kr 1 ).

Gilmore %. Lynch was appealed from the lower
district court to the federal Supreme Court where the
original decision was upheld.

BOOKS AS CONVEYORS OF CONTRABAND

ACCESS TO MISCELLANEOUS LIBRARY
MATERIALS AND SERVICES

1.1n re Van Geldern. 14 Cal. App. 3d 1002(1971).
Prison regulations requiring that periodicals
received by inmates through the mail must be mailed

1

.

CHI/ lain

flat rather than rolled in order to discourage con-

WaimcriOn. 424 F 2d 518 (('.A. Fla.

traband are reasonable.

I9'(1).
A orison rule limiting the number of sheets of paper
pros ided inmates preparing cases to ten a day did not
violate inmates' right of access to the court.

2. S('al v. Manson. 326 F. Supp. i 375 (D.C. Conn.
1971).

A prison rule prohibiting prisoners from receiving
ts.c sources was held to he
any hooks from outside
unlawfully restrictive. The court instructed that the
purchase of books and periodicals directly from a
publisher should be allowed and an examination for

( 'win. v. (.(mint. -1.; 7 F. 2d 251 t('..1. .V.1. 1()724

lower court dkmissed as frivolous an inmate's
claim among others that he was denied adequate accc.. to the court. he the confiscation of personally
owned law books, and .1 denial of access to a prison
typew titer and law library. The appeals court reversed
and remanded for an evidentiary hearing.

contraband made before delivery.
3. Wa/ker t. Pate. 35h F. 2d 502 (C. A. Ill. 19661.

Restrictions against an inmate bringing personally

owned law books with him when transferred to
another institution are justified in that the hooks

Ourhon r. /?/a, lovell. 409 F. 2d 838 (C.A. Ga.
19os t.

could provide a vehicle for contraband.

A prison rule that the library would not accept further legal material for typing did not deprive prisoner
of access to the colitis

4. tirtdemii, /wt.

BOOKS AS WEAPONS

ProNve. 428 F. 2d ! !C.A. Na. 19-Th.

F. Supp. 189 (I).C..Fex. 19-'21
1.01: u. Hauck,
The court held that hard hound hooks are potentially dangerous weapons and their use can
legitimately he restricted to isolated cells and for-

the failure of an institution to provide a tTewriter
for inmates to Roe legal papers does not dens inmates
acres' to the courts.

5. Pitt\

kninvieN. 3 ;()

F.

iupp. 1183 (D.C. Wis.

bidden in the cell block area.

""2.t.

flik courts helm; that the limited supply of the
Quran iii the prison library neces,itating restrictions
and limnations on its use seas Constitutionally
unre,isonabic he:c ;he librar% Ills supplied the Bible
in sufficient quatitth to insure unlimited use for all inmates requesting it.
h. hlm. 1. Peron. (-tvil No. Ch9-2"5 (N.D. Ohio. June
5. 19-2) Vol. 1 Prison 1.. Rptr. 268.
Inmates m solitar confinement !mist be allowed at

I. Brim
Pi Hin. 43" F. 2d I 22S (C.A. Va. 19-'11.
In determining the acceptability of Black Muslim
literature. the experience of prisons which have admitted it should be considered as well as the opinion

least:

2. Cooper t. Pate. 382 F. 2d SI 8

(a )

CE NSORSHIP

of prison administrators concerning its potenti:
harm.
A. 111. 1%7).

Administrators' denial of permission to purchase
Arabic and Swahile grammars to a Black Muslim inmate seeking to practice his religious faith more fully
was not an infringement of the inmate's rights.

one hook of the inmate's selection subje,..t to

general rules go% cutting reading twitter;

lb) all textbooks required for inmates enrolled in
educational courses:

83

3. Fortune. Society v. McGinnis. 319 F. Supp. 901

institution was not obliged to make such publications
available.

(D.C. N.Y. 19701.

The ban of a prison reform newsletter which
criticized prison officials and was held to be unfair
and inaccurate in its reporting. was not justified. The
court held that the power of prison discipline did not

9.

Speculation alone that literature containing
statements derogatory of the white race would ignite
racial or religious riots is not sufficient to justify the
suppression of literature. Prison officials must prove
that the literature creates a clear and present danger
to prison security or discipline.

include power to censor out criticism.
4. Thigro v. Pontes.so. 456 F. 2d 917 (C.A. Okl. 1972).

In the face of prisoners' claims that they had been
denied certain publications. the state had the burden

10. Rowland

of show ing that the interests of the state in maintaining order outweighed the rights of prisoners to
remanded for further hearing to determine whether
publications in question had been affirmatively sup-

11.

Prison officials were not able to prove that a clear
and present danger to the institution existed which
would justify their interception of inmate copies of
Muhantad Speaks.

5.1n re Harrell. 2 Cal. 3d 6-5 (19-0).
Prison administrators withheld from an inmate a
publication discussing the legalization of marijuana
because of its detrimental effect on his rehabilitation.
California law limits prison censorship to pornograph%, information on gainHing. and threats to
the securit. of the institution. The court's discussion
of this issue has been w idely quoted: The judgement
ould seem to he that free access
of the Legislature.
to all printed materials which are accepted for
distribution by the United States Post Office. . . excepting those which are obscene or which tend to incite activities posing a threat to prison discipline... is
more in accord w oh legitimate prison objectives than

12.

Black Panther prisoners waiting trial obtained an
injunction permitting them to receive the Panther
newspaper. Although the court characterized the
paper as "a lurid, poorly edited, provocative political
pamphlet," it held that jail authorities could not deny
prisoners first ammendment rights to receive it.

13. Sostre v. McGinnis. 442 F. 2d 178 (C.A. N. Y.
1971).

Although the compilation of newspaper clippings

limited access according 10 the views of particular
prison authorities on the rehabilit take effect of such
materials.
en persons ho have committed antisocial acts wammting their imprisonment may
derive greater rehlbilitative benefits from the
relatkel ftee access to the thoughts of all mankind as

presenting a politically radical point of view was made

from approved publications, it was held that they

.

presented a threat to the security of the institution and
their confiscation was justified.
14.

reflected in the published word than they would derive
h. in re Van Geldern. 14 Cal. App. 3d 1002(1971).
Publications portraNing explicit sexual activity may

books. and other printed matter from any source except those which are obscene or constitute a clear and

he banned because they would tend to incite and
aggra% ate homosexual activity within the prison

present danger to the security or safety of the in-

among the inmates and the

stitution. Security risk materials are defined as "those
materials providing instruction in picking locks,
diggilg tunnels or making weapons." Other materials

(pit/win. 400 F. 2d 529 tC.A. Fla. 1968).

may be censored or prohibited only if pursuant to

Administrators' fear of the "Negro point of vi.1'
did not justify the exclusion of black publications.

specific written regulations providing for:
(a) Specific criteria of nonacceptability;
(h) A specific derision-making panel consisting of
three or more persons not more than one of whom
shall he from custodial staff;
(c) Prompt notice to the addressee of:
(1) Identification of the material
(2) The reason for the prohibition of the material
(3) His right to a prompt hearing before the panel:
(d) A written decision including the reasons
therefore. not later than one week following the

Prison authorities were directed to modify prison rules

to allow each black inmate to subscribe to a black
newspaper of his choice, and to add some black
magaiines to the list of magazines approved for inmate,.
8. Knuck/cA

Sine''

Taylor v. Perini. Civil No. C69-275 (N.D. Ohio.

June 5. 1972) Vol. 1 Prison L. Rptr 268.
Court order directs that inmates may receive,
possess, and read newspapers. magazines. pamphlets,

fim- a striefv controlled intellectual diet.

'../uck.vtn

Shakur v. McGrath. 69 Civ. 4493 (S.D.N.Y. Dec.

31, 1969).

.

leading to rivalries
creation of violence.

Rowland v. Sigler. 327 F. Supp. 821 (D.C. Neb.

1971).

pressed or simply not provided at state expense.

.

v. Jones. 452 2d 1005 (C.A. Neb. 1971).

Prison officials were not justified in denying access
to the. Black Muslim publication Muhained Speaks.

freely exercise first amendment rights. The case was

.

Long v. Parker, 390 F. 2d 816 (C.A. P. 1968).

PraA.w. 415 F 2d 1255 eC.A. Pa. 1970).

Black Muslim publications could he un-

derstood to urge defiance of prison authorities if not
properly interpreted by a trained Muslim In:lister. the
84

initial arrival at the institution of the material
question;

criminal careers, and matters presently in litigation
and so long as they do not jeopardize the security and

in

discipline of the prison are reasonable.

(c) A right of the inmate to appeal an adverse
finding to the pspaiment of Corrections with a
decision on the appeal no later than two weeks

INMATE RIGHTS

thereafter;
() the maihtena PcL of records of the proceedings
for at least one ke:tr. :mac of which can be placed or
referred to in all tnrt.:re's tile.

1. Barnett v. Rogers. 410 F. 2d 995 (C.A. D.C. 1969).

In regulating matters in which first amendment
rights are involved, the state must show not only a
rational relationship to some government interest. but
a compelling state interest. The stale must further
show that there is no alternative means that infringes
less on first amendment rights.

15. 1Valio v. Blackwell. 411 F. 20 23 tC.A. Ga. IghL)).
i1 federal prison could not
Black Muslim
be denied .Loess to the ne,vsr.apyr Mu/wined Speak.s.
lt). Mo?? v. Pa.w. 325 F. Stipp. QtD.C. Pa. 19711.

2. Cot ?in v. Reichard. 14,3 F. 2d 443 (C.A. Ky. 1944).
A prisoner retains all rights of an ordinary citizen

Prison officials could not dens inmates the Black

except those expressly or by necessary implication
taken from him by law. This decision has provided a

Muslim newspaper.

basis for many later decisions on censorship. freedom
of expression, access to mmerials. etc.

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

1. BTril;a r. Nortim.

*..!

F. Stipp. 46 (D.C. Conn.

3.1n re harrelt Sup. 81 Cal. Rptr. 504 (1970).
A prison rule which prohibited the possession by
one inmate of the legal papers of another presented
inmates from assisting one another and violated rights

1` -l).

Prison regulations governing the preparation and
dissemination or inmate writings for publication outsidk prison are not utk-onstitutional.
2.

guaranteed h.; Johnson v. A very.
4.Johnson v. ,lvt'rr. 382 F. 2d 353 (C.A. Tenn. 1967).

reeles r. Hendermm. No. 16580 (N.D. Ga. June 2.

I 9-1_1Vol. 1. Prison L. [Zinn 2'0

In the absence of alternative means for an indigent
inmate to obtain legal counsel. prison rules against
one inmate assisting another in the preparation o
legal papers denied an indigent inmate access to, the

Court voided a blanket denial by the warden of a
federal prisoner's request to prepare memoirs. diaries.
or nwmiscripts

3. In re V., C,1dern

-Pso

court.
5. Owett.s v. Brierly, 452 F. 2d MO (('.A. Pa. Pr 1).
Prison officials do not have carte blanche to

2d 5-'8 (Sup Ct. Cal.

The California Supreme Court held that regulations
requiring inmate-authors to relinquish 25 percent of
their profits and royalties from published writings to

disregard First and Fourteenth Amendment rights.
even in the name or prison discipline.

inmate %kelt:ire funds was invalid.

6.

4../ons r. koukt., 341 F. Sapp. 1202 (D.C. Ha. 19'2).
1 he Motet minas ion of which inmate authored articles will he published in the prison newspaper is a
proper function of prison administiators. Administrators inav properly dictate the bounds of inmate contributions to outside publications and outside correspondence. except where an inmate's right
of access to the court is at stake.

Pahnigiam) t, Travisona, 317 F. Supp. 7-'6 (D.C.

R.I. 1970).

A general principle is established that

%% here ad-

ministrative interests lie in opposition to inmate

rights, the least restrictive of alternatise methods of
accomplishing the desired end must be pursued.
NA, I4'1).
7..S'obell v. Reed. 32- F. Som. 12(!4
Constitutional rights and notably first amendment
rights apply to imprisoned persons Ai tiloogh freedom

of conscience. thow_it. and ,-,pre,.. o
by the realities of prison hty, they exist

5..S'ostre v. McGinnis. 442 1:,1 1 ...A. N.Y. 1(1"11.
The confiscation i personal writings expressing
justitied. but
politically radical viewpoints
punishment for haking written them was not. Had the
administrator involved been still liking at the time of

extent consistent with prison seeuity
8.1 'tit/v,/ State% I..% k/ Stri
10-1,
Stipp, 102811).(.
,

A rule limiting those

the decision, he o.uld hake been responsible for

1,,

...camped
time fullest

out

03 F.

%, ho mak reeelsi, inmate

assistance with legal matters to those min:ties testing
below .ith grade level w as not lawful anti tell short of
the rights established by the United States Suffern

damages av arded to the prison:1- for a % iolation of his
civil rights,

Thnift/t e. rar/smr. 3.19 F. Stipp. 315 (1).C.

Court infohnson v. A very.
9. Williams v. 1 t.S. Dept of Justice Bureau of Prisons.
433 F. 2d 958 W. A. Ga. 1970).

19'21.

limiting maouscripts which mav
Prison rt
b-2 submitted for publication to those which do not
deal with details of the author's life, other inmates,

Holds that an eighteen-month delay between time
S5

In response to complaints of pretrial detainees that
conditions of jail confinement including curtailed access to the library and law texts violated constitutional
rights, the court ordered immediate improvements it

that a prisoner requests assistance from a law school
legal aid program and the time the assistance is furnished does not constitute adequate legal counsel.

the jail plant, but did not find the lack of an
educational or vocational program unlawful, or access
policies for the jail library and law books
unreasonable.

LIBRARY ACQUISITICNS

1. Pitts v. knw/es. 339 F. Sup'. 1183 (D.C. Wis.
1972).

Where the library supplied the '3ihle in sufficient

quantity to provide unlimited access it must also
provide the Quran in equal sufficiency.

PERSONAL OWNERSHIP OF READING MATERIAL

2. To Ini v. Perim. Civil No. 0)9-275 (N.D. Ohio

1. Carey v. Settle. 351 F. 2d 483 (C.A. Mo. 1%5).

June 5.19-21Vol. 1 Prison L. Rptr. 2h8.
To the extent permitted by the .!rnis and conditions
governing funds for library acquisitions, priority shall
he given to multiple copies of books and subscriptions

A rule forbidding prisoners at medical center for
federal prisoners from keeping more than live books

to each of the periodicals listed in the bibliography.

2. Collins v. Schoowie/d, 344 F. Supp. 257 (D.C. Md.

"The Black Experience."

1972).

in their cells was not unlawful.

The court held that a rule limiting the source of' in-

mates' personal hooks to direct purchase from a
publisher to be unreasonable. Books may be received
from other sources and inspected for contraband.
3. In re Littrelt No. 7872 (San Luis Obispo County,
Ca.. Sup. Ct.). 1:8 Prison L. Rptr. 183 (May 19'21.
A rule at the state prison requiring all inmate
periodical subscriptions to he made through the canteen was invalid. It was ordered that inmates were to
be allowed to receive gift subscriptions.
4. Gittlemacher v. Prasse. 428 F. 2d 1 (C.A. Pa. 1970).
Prison regulation forbidding personaIR owned
law tooks in prisoner's cell does not restrict acecss to

LIBRARY SERVICE TO COO \ITN. JAILS

1. Batchelder Geary. No. C71-2017 RFP (N.D. Cal.
Apr. 10,1973).
1

The court held that the provisions of' Gilmore )'.
ynch are applicable not onl to qate prisons but to

county jailN as well. and ordered the sheriff to supply

and maintain a law library which duplicates that
required for state institutions.

2. Brenneman U. Madigan. 343 F. Supp. 128 (D.C.
Cal. 19721.

Tax supported community set vices available to
those persons able to post bad ant be released to the
community to wait trial must he provided to those
confined in pretrial detention. 1 he provision of
reading materials and library services are mentioned

the courts where the inmate is not denied access to
legal reference materials in the prison library.

Glassholer v. Sennett. 444 F. 2d 106 (C.A. Pa.
1971).

specifically.
3. ( Vir)tA

A prisoner has no right to a personal law library in
his cell where he is not denied access to the prison law
library.
h. Guiriarth) v. McAdams. ,449 F. Supp. 211 (D.C.

t. Schnontie/d. 344 F. S.rip. 257 (D.C. Md.

19721.

The court held that the jail libran was insufficiently

stocked to afford indigent inmate access to reading
material,. The court declared a ; onstitutional need

Tex. 1972).
Prison rule

limiting inmate to four personally
owned law books in his cell at any one time was

for further stud\ of the mattLr by jail officials.

4. //o%

reasonable.
7. Lawson v. Prase'. 411 F. 2d 1203 (CA. Pa. 1 969).

ttittenberg. 330 F. Stipp. '07 D.C. Ohio
(

1911.

Reversed an earlier dismissal of complaint. The
court held that an inmate's claim that a rule for-

The sheriff was ordered by the court to provide
library services to prisoners. Censorship of materials
was prohibited except as they fcl w ithin the federal
Supreme Court definition of pornography. The sheriff
was further ordered to provide light in each cell sufficient to permit reading of newspapers according to
applicable standards.
'. Wayne Countv.hul Inmate% v. ft lone County Board

bidding the purchase of' hooks by anyone not in an
educational program and which was enforced only in

institutions with a high percentage of blacks was
discriminatory and uneonstitutional, had merit. and
could not he dismissed without an evidentiary
hearing.
8. McKinney v. flellord. 324 F. Supp. 928 (1) C. Cal,

Uomisioner%. No, 1'3217 (Michigan Cir. ('t..
Wayne County) Clearinghouse Review Vol. V, No. 1,
Mat 1971. Clearinghouse Review Vol. V, No. 2, June

Prison rules forbidding economic trat,saction., between inmates were reasonable and the prison 'staff

1971.
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was justified in confiscating all books and papers
allegedly purchased from another inmate.
A rule limiting the number of hooks any one inmate
may keep in his cell to sixteen was reasonable. Confiscation of purchased hooks on arrival where they
would exceed that number was reasonable.
9. Parkv t Ciccone. 281 F. Stipp. 805 (D.C. Mo. 1968).

A rule at the state .prison requiring all inmate
periodical subscriptions to be made through the

prison canteen was improper. It was ordered that inmates were to be allowed to accept gift subscriptions
to periodicals.
2. In re Van Geldern. 14 Cal. App. 3d 1002.

Prison regulations requiring that magazines and
newspapers come directly from the publisher and that

.

.A

rule permitting an unconvicted inmate

in a

books be purchased from designated vendors through
specific request were reasonable and proper.
Prison regulations requiring that 10 percent of pur-

federal medical center to have no more than 25 paper hack books or magazines in his possession at any one

time was reasonable in that the institution had a
library available to inmates containing 105 different

chase price of publications he placed in inmate
welfare funds was reasonable.

magazines and over 18.000 hooks.
10. Sea/

3. McKinney t. DeBord. 324 F. Supp. 928 (D.C. Cal.

Munson. 326 F. Stipp. 1375 (D.C. Conn.

1970).

Books and papers may not be purchased from

Although an inmate has the constitutional right to
read w hat he pleases. the inmate's possession of

another inmate, and materials so purchased are subject to confiscation by prison authorities.

reading materials may he preceded by a careful

examination to detect contraband. Consideration of
space. sanitation, and orderliness may require certain
limitations which would otherwise he constitutionally

RESTRICTIONS ON HARD BOUND MATERIALS

offensive it an ordinary citizen were involved.

1. Cruz v. Hauck. 345 F. Supp. 189 (D.C. Tex. 1972).

.VGinni.s, 442 F. 2d 178 (C.A. N.Y.

11S.o.stre

Regulations restricting the introduction of hard
bound volumes into the cell block area and limiting
their use to an isolated cell were reasonable in that a

19-1).

Although their origin was from approved

publications. a compilation of clippings expressing
radical political thought was confiscated and the in-

hard bound volume could he considered to be a
dangerous weapon.

mate removed to solitary confinement. The court held
that confiscation of materials was proper but that the
punishment for their possession was in violation of the
inmate's constitutional rights.
A rule torbidding inmates from sharing personally
ow tied law hooks and requiring them to obtain such
books through prison officials was not improper.
12. 1 '..S. c. re/. //unarm v. Ru.s.//. 25e) F. Supp. 479
D.C. Pa. 1%bl.
A prison rule prohibiting the unauthorized loaning
of books to other inmates spas reasonable and prison
oftioals' vontiscation of an inmate's books found in
another's cell was not irnimper.

RESTRICTIONS ON SOFT BOUND MATERIALS

1. Payne v. Whitnwre. 325 F. Stipp. 1191 (D.C. Cal.
1971).

Restrictions limiting reading materials for inmates
to hard cover books because of administrators' fears
that soft hound materials or newspapers would he
used to start tires and plug toilets or would cause
quarrels, that clerical costs of processing inmate sub-

scriptions to periodicals would be high. were not
justified. and violated First Amendment rights.

13. Walker I. Pow. 184 I. S. 966 (19ht.).

Prison rules against an inmate bringing Oct

SCREENING PROCEDURES

,onod hooks with him w hen transferred
e
'sent
to
books
ma
stitution are reasonable. Such
the inmate's home or donated to the prison library.
14. William%

v.

1..S.Hstr v. MeGinni.s. 442 F. 2d 178 (C.A. N.Y. 1971.
Due process procedures must he followeci in

screening literature purchased by inmates. The inmate must receive notice of the arrival of his material
and of a hearing date with the right to appear and
present his case. The screening must be done by a
body which can be expected to act fairly. In this

It 'ilkins. 315 F. 2d 3% (C.A. N.Y.

1-h13).

An inmate can he rel used permission to keep personally owned books wher: he has not been denied use
of the prison library.

opinion the court accepted two premises:
(a) that certain literature may pose such a clear and
present danger that it should be censored;

(h1 that in the volatile atmosphere of a prison,
violence can be fomented by the printed word more

PURCHASE OF PERSONAL BOOKS

1. In n. 1 ittre/L No. 1812 (San Luis Obispo County.
('a. Sup. ( 1.) 1:8 Prison I.. Rm. 183 (May 19721

easily than in the outside world.
87

SUSPENSION OF LIBRARY PRIVILEGES

t. Breve(' r. Swenson. 332 F. Supp. 837 (D.C. Mo.

14'1).

Inmates complained that the suspension of activities for maximum security prisoners in solitary
confinement, including the loss of vocational

due process and equal protection of the law. The case

was dismissed without prejudice because of
technicalities and will be reintroduced in another civil
rights suit.
2. In re Allison, 425 P. 2d 193 (Sup. Ct. Cal. 190).

A sixteen day suspension of an inmate's library
privilege card because of a breach of discipline Was

programs and access to prison and state library

not unreasonable.

materials violated first amendment rights and denied
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